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Editorial….

The following is an un-mailed draft of a letter my younger 
daughter addressed to the departed soul of Ariel:

To 

The unknown or the very known,

Dear,

It’s pretty lone and forlorn here…,I search for with no hope…..

I’ve many  thoughts of u… here and there… standing and sitting… 
working and sleeping… hard to believe that u r gone…gone for ever. 
I just wish wherever you are, you are as safe and sound and happy as 
you were here….

Missing you,

Yours lovingly,

Isha

An un-mailed letter recording an invariable loss is a sublimating gain 
exemplifying creativity for its own sake. Creativity, at its best, aught to be 
innocent and effortless, honest and candid, pure and distilled, like a rain-
drop.  Or like the tear-drop of an adolescent fairy who has lost her sole soul-
mate. The storm at the heath has subsided. A she-Lear is rendered wild in 
agony. Sentences are sighed out. Full-stops are succeeded by dripping drops. 
And soaked is the sheet of a paper in the fading perenniality of a moist 
memory.
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FAKHIRA BATAOOL
(Pakistan)

A Cry Yet Remains Behind

You went across the seven seas,
It seems as if several centuries have elapsed.
The seasons of union came and went away,
But all tired, exhausted.
Behind you I became a victim of daggering tongues,
The relations also made me feeble and frail,
The long dark nights of separation
Made me powerless too.
The wounds of experience were dungeon deep,
No physician could heal, restore them back.
There had been hefty spectacles of a dream,
When it broke nothing was beside;
It had been better we should not have survived,
Our existence did not match our beings.
Ask me not what happened in this episode,
What listened to and what I endured,
Founts of water gurgled from the eyes for several years;
The walls of breast even now often quake,
It seems as if they are saying,
“Peep into the inner part of your Self
A cry yet remains behind to be uttered.”

•
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(Australia)

Glass
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Believe in my oath,
I do not pine away in the pangs of separation,
My lashes are not yet damp,
No one is between except ourselves.
Believe in my oath,
Inhabitants of the world
Do not have the strength to impede us
While moving ahead on the path of love. 
I lived the moments of my past life,
Only tossing and panting for you;
But believe in my oath,
My fervour for you is not the same. 
What is hidden in the sleeves,
You can not behold, believe in my oath,
The flag of compromise I do not hold in hand
I have even forgotten your name,
If you are faithless, believe in my oath,
I am not faithful too.

•••

i lie on the rabbit spines of mountains ––  
narcissus fringed
bow to the glass creek –– streak to its silver
glacial eyed
i haunt wires with my arc ––
slip bruised iridescence to lace tar-black sun
– sheen the street's early descant song
with my passing

tin-scalloped awnings   sun smitten and stirring
spring blinds to the iris of their eye
–– green glass
dances to light along steel-pole'd fence
nuzzles the flick of a roan mane –– mare to mare
while i slide liana's smothering kiss
–– harbour her big-top embrace

a drover's hands contain my cities ––
of a night
i drop high-peaked hat over spider-legged houses
– paint flakes swell the wind of my ashes –
wild-lifeless my lawns ––
abound with hen-speckled brick
i celebrate the door frame's rustic
with poinsettia ––   in absentia
and the red bells pushing bare sticks vie
with my tentacles' dreadlocks
– their crimson-bougainvillea thorns’ dreaming

i am songlines' slither nightmare ––
amputating and scarifying
i mime butterflies in distant white birds
– my hand opens and closes trajectory –

Believe In My Oath 
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KAMAR NIZA
(India)

Symphony of Rain Forest

Wake up my love wake up
Love has transferred us to an unspoiled paradise.
Listen to the duet of rain and whistling thrush
from the yonder silvery clouds.
Singing they intoxicates
Shola, the virgin forest
Garlanding trees, leaves and the bees 
With crystal dew drops.

The blossoming cherries and apple 
Ripen and blush the village damsels
as they play hide and seek 
With spectacular flowers and butterflies.

Ah! Behind the foggy veils of evening 
the whistling thrush anchors
 The chorus of multitudes of birds
Such an Ecstasy unleashed
And holy land springs to life.

The shadow of the night sets slowly 
on the snow capped majestic mountains
and thousands of fire flies glowing lanterns 
around the tree hut
nestled in the middle of pristine forest.

Ah love! Hold my hands
lets plunge deep in to that light
Lets get rejuvenated in its purity
and let’s convert ourselves as the beacon of love.

•
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flattened   i am two-fold atlas
my marble –– umbilicus pinched off and polished
swirls blue and white ocean
–– from space
i well as a lump in stilled astronaut's throat
uproariously ––                                                                              
my mountain-peak trickle
muddies to a plains'-clothed revel –
i drink in the buckling mint-green milk of a requiem
fur folded and fleeced
my hills hollow to the vast furrows of a fallow sigh
i drill the sky into perspective
–– with cloud-driven unison

mythic beasts
– have torn chunks from my ranges
my gorges swallow memory in their gazing
– flamed in wan red-dirt sun
my scrub flatlands stand accusatory
stand rooted in obeisance
– multifarious and side by side
wattle bloom –– wizened wayside
suffers and prospers
prodigal –– 
my tributaries abide a palmed paradise

while my red-scoria smoke still clears
to fluorescent-green canopies flown
–– yet water lilies too
have sown crystal from tears ––
cut and broken
––– through even eyes of glass

•••
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On the Valley of Coffey County On Solitude

From the lucid space of dream,
Thrusting the foggy memories, 
Coffey County arises
From the depth of subconscious archetypes.
The nomadic psyche, 
In search of a talisman
To the thousands whirling questions,
loiters wildly and madly
Breaking the soft strands of normality, 
And Spitting the venomous residue
Of inhuman norms and rules,
Imbibed unconsciously.
Behind, the Grey horn bill whistles,
Followed by the splendid chorus of birds,
And carries the Palestine retreat on the winged chariot of 
symphony. 
The chembra peak unbuckets the rain,
And the valley of coffee plants,
Danced rhythmically
Slipping slowly into a deep meditation.
John Denver's music is flowing from the distance,
Some where , some one is in love,
Forgetting the atmos and the existence 
Closing the dewy eyelids
I opened the inner eye of thousand whirling lights.

•

Little by little
Course by course
through abandons and reunions
I am dissolving into your soul.
The nomadic journey
Through the abyss of unconsciousness,
Precipitates the painful archetypes
of forlorn thirst and desires,
Lasting in your silent sanctuary.
When the bizarre happenings of life
Throws the grotesque silhouette on the wheels of future
I abode in your swirling light.
When the curses and accuses chariots
And the stoned heart bleeds
I quench my thirst
from the cellar of your blessings...

•
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MENDUH LEKA
(Kosova)

The Metaphor of Hope

We will be luckier than we were
We will discover Code of Recreation 
With a libretto of sacrifice we will travel
For the sake of Love
 
Tomorrow should not be a day too late for us 
 
It was too early for sorrow
We’ll close the mouth of the syntax of disappointment
 
We’ll enjoy before the coming of joy
We’ll wander before the sorrow haunts us
 
To feel the multiplicity of the speed of light
To experience infinity
 
To be alone
There...
There...
There, where either the end will not reach us 

•••

Oh Mystic Rose!

The light house of the wandering
Your celestial fragrance intoxicates
And drive the hearts into your magnetic circles,
To fasten as a honey drop
In the mysterious curls of your petals.
How beautifully you allow the spring
to anoint with heavenly talisman
Blushing, blossoming
and heralding the festive of passions.
Teach me to wield
the Wuthering seasons of love
sucking the wet from the virgin soul
dissolving in the ultimate
and dancing in the ecstasy of divine love.

•••
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USHA KISHORE
(UK)

Palaghata

{after Sandhya Arvind’s painting}

This goddess Palaghata, with four hands;
the primordial prototype of a fertility myth,
forms your altar piece of womanhood 
unfolding itself, spiralling out 
in some unmitigated hope of reconciliation 
with the contemporary thought waves 
of feminine and female. 

She is a gyre, an hourglass that empties
and fills herself again.   The two inverted 
triangles of her fecund body carries
the equilibrium of the universe
and the rhythm of your art. 
Your pictorial space, not unifocal, 
but three dimensional, balancing 
past, present and future. 

She is a multisyllabic chant, 
her triangles packed with shell like whorls.
An earth woman flowing out in red ochre
from the rock shelters of Bimbetka, bleeding
on your canvas, lighting it up
with her smile and palm-leavèd earrings.
The harmony of her being portrayed 
in the raw code of distant x-ray vision.

She is no rudimentary icon; she is 
a Mother Goddess, la déesse mère. 

Juggling the sun and the moon 
in her harrow like hands,
she holds the sky in her flowing hair 
and the earth in her womb. 

Invoked in a square chauk, bordered by harrows
that plough the terrains of the mind, 
she carries in the clouds of your vision,
a comb for her sky hair 
and a ladder to eternity.  

Springing around her, trees
and plants, bearers of her seed.

At her feet, the tarpa, wind instrument
made of bamboo, gourd and a cornucopia 
of myths, waits patiently
for its music to be blessed;
its storm force trumpeting call, 
raring to summon the spirits. 

{“Palaghata” is the fertility goddess of the Warli tribal people.}

•
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Night Sky between the Stars

{inspired by Kalidasa}

I am she - blue woman, caressing
a gem studded vina, that poises
on my saffron-smeared, golden goblet breast.
Voluptuous, seductive, omnipresent,
I rule the world with my smiles.
My navel encircled in darkling grass, 
carrying promises of lives to come.
My slender legs, seductive than  
Kama’s blue-lilied quiver.
My intoxicated song flowing 
in the subtle channels of your mind.  
In my hand, I bear the sprite 
of cognizance, parrot enfolded 
in the darkling down of tri-coloured sheen,  
pouring forth the nectar of song and speech. 

I am she - illusion, Maya, womanborn
slipping from the hands of demons, 
I fly the air, an aureate eternity.  
I travel through space in dark whispers, 
cloaked in light.  My movements, swift 
with valiant themes.  At my bid, centuries, 
fleeting moments, uncoil themselves again 
and again like serpents.  I am the mistress of time; 
my cadences, the end of eons dissolving 
themselves in  the swelling oceans of my thoughts. 

I am she – vampire woman, tearing demons 
with blood stained, fangèd teeth
draining the universe of its life force,
only to spit it back.  The earth is red today,
multitudinous, incarnadine, as I scream
in thunder, howl in storm force winds. 
I devour time in a fire of madness and dreams.
My insides, bleeding red stars.  I am the woman,

who launches a thousand verses. 
The ague of my womb throbbing in the pulse 
of centuries.  I hold dark eternities
in placental delusion, birthing them in the depths
of oceans, that swirl around the earth. 

I am she – cosmic soul, dark warrior,
fecund earth, making love to the sky.
My endless female hungers pouring
out in universes that I laboriously
carry in my womb.  I am no goddess, 
I am a woman, birthing gods like
bubbles in the sea, cosmic rivers 
flowing down my voluptuous thighs, 
twin golden plateaux of Meru.

I am she – reincarnating in 
criss-crossed triangles, 
helixes, yantras and mandalas,
cosmic forces spinning in space.  
I am laughing thunder, 
a lightning bolt that flashes
across the sky of your thoughts. 
I spin eternal music in the infinity of stars. 

I am she – beheading myself 
on the altar of light – sucking
my own life – devouring myself.
Burning myself in wingèd flames 
of legends,  I disintegrate into 
syllable, word, metaphor and allegory -  
only to be reborn in your verse.  
On the edge of time, many moons, 
hooked on my dark lobes, 
I dance, a night sky between the stars.

•
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Mother Tongue Tilottama, Enchantress of the Gods

Subtle consonants roll around
the tongue, melting like butter;
waves of vowels flow
into the consciousness,
sometimes epenthetic,
washing away the hiatus
of beached thoughts, submerging
them into a euphonious sea. 

Harsher acoustics knock
hard on the palate, rhotic,
glottal, velar, retroflex,
lilting in lyric, twinging 
the heart with notes of nostalgia.

You can never relinquish
this language of birds,
haunting, ephemeral, subliminal.
It binds you in the cadence
of its Dravidian strains,
spilling forth time and again,
in patois, idiom and expletive. 

It cuts across twenty five years
of exile, lingering in diphthongs
and unaspirated plosives.  
I may have left the land of my forefathers;
but mother tongue is feminine,
like me; epodic, dreamy, 
forceful, leaving its indelible
imprint on the mind. 

•

{inspired by the painting of Raja Ravi Varma}

She is no enchantress of the Gods, but liquid fire,
that burned all in her wake – the apsara nymphs
had no compare to her celestial beauty carved 
out of gemstone.   Gods and demons fought over her, 
sprouted a million eyes, grew many heads 
to catch a glimpse of her, destroyed one another 
in the sheer ardour of conquering her bewitching 
voluptuousness. She is no woman poised on canvas, 
temptingly half clad,  throwing a gemstone ball 
at the world, golden globes for breasts, star spangled 
monsoon clouds for hair, rainbow strung on her necklace 
of pearly raindrops, onyx and garnet serpents for bracelets; 
her vibrant red sari, alluringly lingering at the navel, 
wanting to reveal some innate secret. She is every woman, 
frequenting every mood, enveloped in twilight cloud, 
wind ruffling her dark hair, earring poised in seduction, 
doe eyes dreaming of heaven, hiding some unresolved 
emotion.  
You see her flaunting her wares in the arms of seductive night. 
You see her in milling noon crowds, eyeing the odd man 
waiting to fall into stereotypical sin. You see her on celluloid, 
seducing nations; on magazines, every man’s passion.  
You see her in the arms of honourable men, who want 
a whore in bed, a slave at home and the earth to bear. 
She smiles like lightning at the thunder that follows her.  
She flows through you like water, paints you in the colours 
of the sky, bears you down like the earth; her laughter, 
scattering like pearls.  Each time she rises, she is burned in 
sacrosanct anger, drowned in spiritual deluge, banished from 
heavenly realms, to be reborn a demon woman in some 
chthonic womb, the wretched curse of the gemstone nymph!

•••
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Wheat harvest season

I can not refuse rivalry of your finger
Like a sickle, lay down your beloved woman
Moon shine like magnet slip through midnight, to water, to haze
Weakening sleeping birds in the wood
 
You are a strain of wheat, in my farm
Waiting and scare of the harvest, your ripeness heart
Ripe with the wheat
Afraid to be the sacrifice of the sun
 
I am not a wanderer, so
Rebuilt the bam before harvest
And the dam of responsibility, the door withhold splashing water
That is our whole life duty as a guardant

•

XU XING
(Huaying translation of Singapore)

Man waiting at door step

He waiting in sorrow at the door step
Weakening body like season of snow
Within his home, a pregnant woman
Same as him, torture by love
 
Bitterly wail from the woman
Remain him of those dystocia stories
Somewhere in the crazy eastern south
Lathe crashing his three finger together with hometown
A dream with him for ten years
Spare from the sea, he meet 
The woman who same betray by love, then
As his wife with the same sorrow
Return to shattering home
With two different native language
Building a new life from native land
 
A wall as it is, man waiting at the door step
His strong blood vein brighter than the sun and the moon
Blocking the winter with his care of a life span
Giving warmness to the woman he love

•
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Logic of Still Life

Imagine a afternoon or evening
The growing of these impulsive sun shine and rain
All over my shouting body, the late season
Like wing whisper in the willow, what a lovely romance

Outside the window, every sadly fallen leaf
knocking at your dieing late autumn 
On top of a still flower
A pottery is starting growing old

•

Mason master

Chisel healing in the burning coal 
Coughing like a winter sun
Not harden enough, the whole afternoon
Mason never rest his hand
Painful nerve tear by the pulling of bellows
Deeply disturb by the children around the stove
In the grumble of the resentful woman
Without fear, a plain expression
 
No man at home, to engage a mason
Is the primary concern of the woman, as child slowly grown 
up
Build more rooms when he married, she think
Snow start melting, high time for the woman step to the 
ground
But the weakening chisel of the mason may have miss the 
leaving of the man
Who scheduled a flower season in her heart
Now then the mason notice the woman back
Same as the woman at home
Surprise with such similarity, mason discover all this
With a respect of a man
 
Whole life with the stone, he know
Burning chisel is same as a pregnant woman
With the coal ready, chisel will sprout together with roots
Forceful as steel, last word from the woman
Before nagging stop, strong fire from the stove
Finally a shinning mason face
Reddish breath like beautiful lotus
With the right fire
Hammering chisel as rain from the early spring
Hammering the rusty evening, to make proud 
Of a chisel with age sixty  

•
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Vertical fall

The sound of the string passing through my body
A soft feather cloud so shy
Over the water surface, long waited lotus recive half heartally 
The whole summer soup in hazy drunkenness 

The old chiang song which has repeat a million time
at the opening of life, in a rebuilding form
upgrade the faded love
How nice if continue flying 
on the quiet sky with shallow moon shine

•

Mirror

Dimmy look of the cherry
In the river, lacking of water, as whisper of the wind
unintentionaly, crawing intense over the forehead
Alway my shameful eye
Facing the blooming Sims Azalea

Unable to recall how many time
Looking at myself in naked 
Those smile which left behind
Returning my true self
Finishing a bowl of liquor and continue living

•
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LIDIA CHIARELLI
(ITALY)

Northern Night

Ophelia

time passes slowly 
when you’re lost in a dream

from:  Bob Dylan “time passes slowly”

In the summer twilight
dark clouds emerge
over the fjord’s crest

golden and purple trails
scar the northern sky
and the waves’ breath
echoes in the distance

silence alone 
enshrouds the pearl ocean
as my mind wanders
in the mystery
of this surrealistic night

•

In a dream
I crossed iridescent waters
far away unknown music

whispered

I remembered

my red hair
in the oval mirror
long and flowing

(my mind suspended
in this dream)

and silks
and soft velvets

roses and exotic perfumes
that could no longer

disguise
the meaning of life.

Then the faint light 
of the twilight

slowly
made way for
the dark night

and  the sound of silence
 wrapped me up

in a cold embrace.
if you don’t know what to do with yourself

remember
(Translations by: Angela Rodel)

•

All changes pass me like a dream,
I neither sing nor pray;

And thou art like the poisonous tree
That stole my life away. –

From: ‘’Love and Hate’’
Elizabeth Siddal
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STANLEY H. BARKAN
(USA)

As Yet Unborn

Oh to be Adam
again
with all his ribs
yearning for a woman
as yet unborn,
mouth free
of the taste of apples,
ears without
the hiss of snakes,
mindless of
nakedness and shame
in the garden
of gentle creatures
waiting for a name.

•

Discontinued American

I’m one of those discontinued Americans.

I was born in the 20th century,
but my mind is in the 19th
and now it’s the 2lst.

I’m one of those discontinued Americans.

I still believe in the Constitution,
the Pledge of Allegiance,
the Statue of Liberty, and
“The Star Spangled Banner.”

Yes, I’m all for multiculturalism,
when it means the mix 
of the best of those cultures,
when it means the crossing over
of theirs with ours, ours with theirs.

An accommodation of the highest order.

I don’t believe in getting rid of the English language
to be replaced by the Babel of the many.
Surely they make a lovely mix,
adding to our nation of Immigrants.

But let’s keep the best of the bedrock of America
while accepting the best of the new.

I’m one of those discontinued Americans.

You’ll find me in the antique shops 
of SoHo, Chinatown, Little Italy, 
in New York, Boston, San Francisco.

I’m still here, 
I’m continuing,
and I’m not going away.
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Remnants

on Levanzo, Sicily, 
for Nat Scammacca

High over the clear
blue waters
of the Mediterranean
surrounding this island
risen out of the imagination
of the great blind poet of Greece,
I struggle upwards
over the broken stones,
the hot sun glowering over
the bones of a hobbled donkey
covered with great snails
crawling in and out
the remnants of flapping skin.
Above, just beyond my reach,
a large wall of rock blocks
the entrance to the cave
where long, long ago
some ancients sought
to make their mark,
to leave some notice
that they were here.
Down below, a friend
urges me onward,
to reach up and over
and into the place
where I could see
testaments of immortality.
But, looking back
at the remnants of the poor
hobbled creature covered
with crastuni, I think
perhaps it is enough
only to come so close
and to have faith
that there are marks
on a wall in a cave asserting:
“We were here!”

Father And Son

We are both old men and soon enough
I’ll  join you.

                —David Ignatow

As I grow older,
moving to “the best
that is to be,”
closer to the earth
from which we both
came, Father,

I grow to understand
your understanding
of me, your son,
I, father of my own son:

Forgiving everything,
forgetting nothing.

Oh, Father, how
you would smile
at me, a father,
forgiving and
understanding my son
—you and me in one.

Growing into myself,
the self that was you, Father,
that am I, Son,
that is your son to be
. . . that is us.

•
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The Art of War and Peace

I. The Art of War
(for Roxy)

Dusk.  Darkness descends
in the hurricane-caused
lightless house.

In the oversized chair
in the corner of
the living room,
my barely three-foot,
three-year-old granddaughter
is reading Sun Tzu’s
The Art of War.

Well, she’s curled
up with the book
riffling the pages,
appears to be
reading it.

Given that she’s
emerged whole, unblemished
from a wrestling match
with her bigger, older
eight-year-old sister,
it seems she has a plan:
How to Get Even—
the first book she’ll
write when she’s older.
—Just you wait!

•

II. War and Peace
(for Tasha)

Now my eight-year-old,
in response to
her younger sister’s
reading Sun Tzu’s
The Art of War,
takes out her copy of
Tolstoy’s War and Peace,
which she’s been reading
since the age of five,
just a dozen or so pages
each year.

It’s a thousand pages
in the paperback edition
and even longer in hard cover.
But she’s game,
though she’s having
a hard time
with some of the names.

One day when she’s
able to finish all of it,
and her sister finishes
The Art of War,
they just may find
how to make peace
out of the childish
war between them.

•
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IKEOGU OKE
(Nigeria)

A Parable of Godknows

(For Godknows Igali)

Wise people do not give counsel:
They do not nail advice to your ears
With fussy hammers; for they know:
Good counsel is unobtrusive;
It makes its lasting mark with subtlety.

They do not say to you, “Come here,
My son, my daughter, this is how 
You must live your life,” and clog 
Your hearing with such vain conceit; 
For they know:
To give counsel is to act with grace,
And let your deeds of virtue be your word.

A wise old woman* once said to me:
“I do not say things I don’t believe in…
We must always give back.”

And I learned from the deeds 
Of her words and the words 
Of her deeds never to say things 
I don’t believe in, and never 
To fail to give back.

… As I had learned how in giving forth,
In giving with no expectation, 
Began the parable of Godknows**

… A legend shared in near and distant
Lands by awed and grateful hearts,
That will ever bear retelling by those
Who do not say things they don’t believe in,
And those who learned to tell it

By the deed-words and word-deeds
Of this master of the art of giving,
Both as giving forth and giving back.

*A wise old woman: An allusion to Nadine Gordimer (1923-2014), a South African
writer and winner of the 1991 Nobel Prize in Literature
**Godknows: A reference to Dr. Godknows Igali, a Nigerian diplomat and
technocrat, as is “this master of the art of giving” in the poem’s penultimate line

1 The endearment, ironic in this case, is adapted from Dante, who refers to Virgil as 
his “sweet master” in the Divine Comedy.

Sonnets to a Modern Poet

I
I have read your poems, sweet master ;
But I’m hardly moved to write like you:
To with words create mystery without
Meaning, or beauty shorn of sense;
And not hint at some bearing or a clue 
As to why we opt for writing poems,
And writing thusly wish our works are read.  
A poem, like a sound seed sown in a rich 
Soil, should sprout and grow to fruition
On some leafy bough of sense and beauty;
For beauty without sense in art is vain,
And sense sans beauty worse than risible.
The poets I’d write like do not blab in tongues,
And there’s lyric nectar in their songs. 

II
“Anything goes” seems the credo 
Of many a modern poet, as though 
If a tree’s fruits were found to grow
Not in its boughs above the soil, but below, 
Hanging by its water-sourcing roots,
And standing Mother Nature on her head,
We should not shudder at the oddity,
And not be wary to ingest such fruits.
So with poetry, for when the parts 
Are oddly joined a queerness finds birth
Which, though striking to the mind,
Should be shunned as weird by one and all. 
And so the poets I’d write like embrace form,
And their works are telling proofs of that. 

III
The poet may be a worthy craftsman
Who sculpts his lines to details great and small,
And with such polish that its beauty 
Shines forth with a peerless joy.
Yet a poem should be a deathless charm 
Whose radiant rays emit purposiveness:  
Whose light bears hints of service done with words. 
Or where is the shipbuilder’s joy whose
Gilt craft never rode the seas to ferry

Men – or matter – to some use,
Though they set sail only to be merry?
And so my preferred poets, in verity,
Write to wed charm with utility.
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NEIL CREIGHTON YANNIS A. PHILLIS
(Australia) (Greece)

In the Nursing Home Synopsis

That great gift-giver, Time,
has brought them to a point 
where they shuffle slowly in their frames
or sit quietly in their chairs
sustained by remnants of memory,
waiting for they know not what.
Weep for them, shed your tears,
but in this life of vulnerable mortality
Time has gifted them abundance of years.
The weight of Time’s gifts has bent them,
carried them at last to the great, dark portal
through which all life must flow,
carried them ceaselessly along
with one final gift to bestow,
the release into serenity,
into quiet, conscious-less eternity,
Time’s final gift of letting them go.

•••

Tousled sea
shouting consonants
wind improvising on ancient scales
a cloud tugging an absent-minded sea gull.

The language that kept me company all afternoon
had solitary names:
salt Eleni desire memory.

•
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Map of Greece Amazon

Jagged coastline
epics from wind and salt – 
east of Dionysus they journey you.
A handful of earth from olive and gorse
immersed in the two faces of the sun:
geometry and logos
and she resolves that dilemma of Europe
with seven eighths and nine eighths.
(History has cracks everywhere
and yet the Odyssey remains hers).
How else can she reconcile so many stones
so many seas?  

•

A small tributary
at the bend of river Napo
and to the east Cecropias,
a Scarlet Macaw floating on the foliage
above waves of cinnamon
trapped in the shade of an iron tree
and the ants in formation
ceaselessly cut the leaves of trees
and return them like flags to the earth.

In the bar Amazonas
a drunken king Midas slurs 
that beauty is not made of water and ancient gods
but boredom and fear
and the President said
give the land to the oil companies
because they know best
how to liquidate the species,
teach the Indigenous 
the new language of development
banal trivial shameless.

In the 21st century no other unity of things exists.

At the bend of Napo
the tributary still reverses 
the symmetry-obsessed vegetation

and the priests with the new narrative
of fear honor and interest
hold the symbols of the new religion
at the head of the procession of History
under sounds of machines, 
a few words of protest.

In the bar Amazonas
Narcissus is absorbed with his reflection
together with those who lost their memory,
statues at the edge of madness
and the tropical rain
rages once more over the river

adiós Cuyabeno
adiós Yasuní
adiós Amazonas.

•
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1969

Old stories twinkle 
like cities at night from afar,
fuzzy but inevitable.
During day they hide among words,
our usual excuses when we don’t honor our mistakes.

How many myths do you need 
in order to endure the truth?

That day truth had no allegory.
Grey 1969, Patission Street
acrid smell of diesel
an old bus slings black mud.
Pale, I take the last seat
my geometry notes on my knees,
a sad-faced woman in black
asks me if I am a student.
She gives me fifty drachmas – I refuse them.
She pushes the bill into my jacket pocket.
“It’s like giving it to my son…
He is fighting in Vietnam.”

I cross the gate of the Polytechnic
without touching the bill in my breast pocket.
The Security man at the gate
with a blue blade in his eyes.
How many allusions do the beautiful marbles hide,
the bus dragging its autism
in the streets of Athens?

I never learned the name of the woman in black
her son’s name.
How much will the sad face have faded
by salt and wind
how much will the son’s name have faded
in a footnote of military archives?

February
the laconic month delimiting narratives,
mistakes with a one-way ticket.

•

Ancient Assini

The small promontory
a faint protrusion on the map.
Ruins of time straddling its back,
a wild olive tree transparent on its dry top
about to leave with the first breeze.
Aeolus among scattered stones
whispering to Sisyphus.

•
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Climate Change Sinks Karathona’s Beach

In the morning Phaethon prepared Sun’s chariot 
and gave it to Chevron, BP, and Shell
and when the earth was scorched
and the sea level rose
Zeus could not fathom the new myth
staring from a distance at the beach
that appeared after the last turn, 
its small chapel suspended above the white sea
about to leave south
about to sink with the eucalyptus
in the broken words where I found refuge.

•

Harbor of Souda

Waves from the east
on the horizon’s chest
awkward city

weathers allegory
sound of horn
reaching the vertical mountain
south of legends
south
of small rusting lies

I counted two and ten cries
at the execution wall
on the east side
where thyme drank
rainwater
water of wrath
at Itzedin’s feet

iridescent stains
on a sea
of two and ten faces
abbreviations of History
all the way to the islets
listening to migratory crowds
at the dock
among passages of seagulls 
names of ships
                chains
loud metal din
a crowd
with the flame of desire
under the white arcs of seagulls
under the dark arcs of the eyes

names of ships
before the breaking yards
the city sailing among lights
into the horizons’ eye 
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Economic Crisis

The olive tree centered in my window
prefaces the grove flowing into blue.
which color separates trees from people
people from the earth?

They tell me that people are numbers,
the old man at the bus stop
taken from an El Greco painting,
the young woman scavenging for food,
they are all numbers:
unemployment rate
poverty line.
They tell me that they took life into their own hands
and reduced it to decimals.

Colors prefaced by stone,
the red ground
on which we once wrote our names with our fingers
and our ancestors
named the world tree.

•

and what is the logic 
of all this
crowds on the dock
without planned direction
reverberation of the sea

with a handful of pebbles
salt on the palate
the same call always
journey
         only journey

•
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I Have Lived

I have lived here as long as I was entitled.
No time to dream twice.
My stories have no room for too much desire
because time uprooted the seasons
bearing daffodils.
I have lived in the shade of an olive tree
long enough to learn
how rain overturns words
and scatters them like leaves 
to begin a new narrative.
I have lived through the story of a kingfisher
the frenzy of bee eaters,
I have counted ecstasy
on the fingers of my two hands.
I am speaking of a sea creating islands
from copper and stone,
I am speaking of the basil
lifting the village into the air
at the mercy of August,
I am speaking of the unfeigned days
with you.

•

MICHAEL E. STONE
(Israel)

Wrinkled

the skin on the back on my hands is getting wrinkled,
no, I lie, it is wrinkled. 

My eyebrows have lots of grey and some long hairs.
Men, as they age, so I learn
have less hair on top,
but in strange compensation
grow hair in nostrils, on ears, in eyebrows.

When I twist the skin on my forearm,
I can see hundreds of parallel lines.

Is this it, ageing?
are we wiser with age? 
not sharper, not quicker, but wiser?
or is our slowness not deliberation, 
but arthritis?

I forbear, being of an older generation,
making explicit the changes
taking place in other parts of my anatomy,
not different from anyone else’s I suppose.

Some parts at least
are not smooth and round and supple
unlike my baby grandson 
who is living, joyous proof
that once it was different.

•
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Substitutes Hot Desert Wind

the computer bongs when email comes 
(the postman is almost passé)

letters communicate 
but emails are barely letters
just digital substitutes for talking
even for phones
less intrusive

is lesser better? 

the emails I write 
are often substitutes 
for talking with people
for being with them
or seeing or hugging 
or feeling their warmth 
and their embraces 

just substitutes
yet I need the substitute.

substitute eggs cannot taste as good
as real sloppy scrambled on toast,
but they are food nonetheless.

•

Hamseen, sirocco,
carries dried out dust,
yellows the green hills.

Funnels of haze and heat,
on the damp soil,
draw up juice
dry black humus grey.

In balance,
self ’s fertile wetness
dries, moves, flows, 
creates.

For balance,
the yellow haze is soil,
carried from the desert,

fertile if dampened,
soft, flowing,
mud for modelling.

•
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A Summer Day at 5am.

The sky glimmers with
the light that's coming.
The great windows frame 
mist-whitened mountains.

The air promises heavy, hot.
The sun is
grey-yellow behind the hills,
still veiled with haze.
Later it will sear down 
from the bronze sky.

But now, at 5 am,
night’s cool lingers.

•

VESSISLAVA SAVOVA
(Bulgaria)

*when*

when
the candles on the cake were not an abstraction
when
the friends were more than the loneliness 
when
all life was before you
because it began at …
(the candles were not an abstraction yet)

when
you did not smile mysteriously 
you did not put the mask of irony 
you did not worry about yesterday
you did not overload yourself about tomorrow
you went out of the bathroom with your hair wet
with no makeup
with no high heels
when

...
now when
even the birthday itself is an abstraction 
now when
the loneliness is better than a company
now when 
tones of makeup
curved legs
(of the high heels)
and the hairstyle 
(also) an abstraction 
hide you
not form 

but into
the crowd 

...
one day

there will not 
be

anything
even an abstraction 
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JOAN MICHELSON
(UK)

i.m.A Kind of Singing
prologue/prelude 

Twenty years I've let this lie
and still her whispering high-pitched nasal...

Although there was an end, her mouth
open like a beak on empty.

........
i.
Dear Mother,
We argue as if you have not gone.
Dear Heart of my Mother,
As if you still beat.
Nose of my Mother,
As if you drip forever
–-since the doctor broke it
so it wouldn’t look Jewish.
White-Bone Knuckled Fist,
with handkerchief that dabs at drips,
that you insistare mostly water
becausethe body’s busy cleaning.
Buried Eye with Vision Hidden
and A Cheek thatLeaks of Red,
How can blood be water?
It’s not water, mother.
You raise your pointer finger. 
‘It’s connected.’

ii
Here’s the data that you offer.
First, the scientific fact:
The human body and the earth
are two-thirds water. 
Next, your childhood tonsil tale.
They sat you in a kitchen chair.
The doctorknocked you out. You woke
and spat out blood like crazy
but it wasn’t blood really
because blood is mostly water.
You saw your brothers eating
ice cream that was meant for you,
strawberry pink and cream vanilla.

After that, new married, the terrible
Bloody MaryAfter-Birth.
That was blood really.
You tell me in your breathy nasal,
‘I didn’t have clue what hit me.
I thought it was another baby.’
You take a breath and you continue,
The Bloody Mary Baby-O,
Immaculate Conception Twin.’
Then they rigged you up with wires
to put you under
and they put you under.
Dismissing them, you flap your hand, 
‘A guinea pig for scientists’ 
experimentswith ETC.’
It was the heyday of all that
insulin that made you fat,
electric shock, and who knows what.
After you gave birth, 
they sent you home
with a box ofcotton Kotex pads. 
You bled for weeks.
You felt so lowyou packed your bag
and left the house and us.
Your sister let you stay the night.
Then she saw you to the bus
before the early morning rush.
After that dad signed you in.
When you hid beneath the bed
because of thunder claps, 
they locked you in a padded cell
and kept you talking to yourself,
which you survived because of us.
iii.
OBroken Nose That Drips,
O Guinea Pig Experiment,
OClever Mother Who Discovered
Tricks To GainTheir Trust.
Because you thought of us
you stayed alive.
We were your blood really.
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At the end of summer, 
after seven months,
you came home to dad and us.

iv
But you argue that blood is water.
‘Listen to your mother. Water. Water.’
You touch the swelling that’s a tumour.
You say, ‘I must have bumped my head’.
Then you tell us what you’ll do
when this has ended and you’re better.

v
I’m sitting at your crib-side bed
You’ve been away but now you’re back.
‘I’ve been to hell.’ you say.
‘Hell and back,’ I say. ‘You’re back.’
Pillowed on your hospice bed,
suddenly fallen into joy,
youturn your pillowed head 
to smile,and smile at me.
You smile with wonder
until you catch the colour of the cover
that the hospice has delivered
with the bed. The blanket fleece is red.
‘Bloody Mary Baby Twin Conception,
 Get it out.’you snarl, ‘Out Out’.
Out it goes. Out out
in a sack for trash that’s black.
I take it to the kitchen.
I come back.
‘There’, you say, ‘Okay,
we’re rid of Bloody Baby Mary.
Now we will enjoy our soup,
a sip-sup of super soup.
You say, ‘Your father will bring soup.’
He gone and back with what you asked
except it’s bloody beef tomato red.
‘Acid out.’ you shout, ‘You dope.’
The soup goes out. Then you calm down.
You rest your stomach for a while. 
You say it’s good to rest a while 
as if another day you might sip soup.

vi
You fast.
Your body eats it fat.
You shrink.
You think of Alicein her Wonderland.
You raise your arm and wave.
‘Wondersky,’ you say.
‘Eat this side and shrink.
Smaller smaller smaller.’
Youstretch your arm and stare at bone. 
With your good eye, 
you stare andsigh.
Yousmile softly, close your eye.
vii.
The hospice brings a packof mini-sponges,
cubes of pink with toothpick handles.
I pinch-hold and feed you ice
droplets leaking from the sponge tips.
Now I sponge your mouth.
Now Isponge your gums.
Now Isponge your tongue.
ix
‘If she suffocates,’ the hospice tells me
helping me to think ahead,
she won’t feel a thing.’
I don’t want to think this thought.
I don’t want to think what she might feel
or not.
She calls to God.
She tells me,‘He’s too busy.
I guess I’ll have to go on waiting.’

x
She says, ‘My birds are singing.’
She says, ‘When you hear music, 
it’s so beautiful you want to live.’ 
My father tells my mother,
‘Now I know you want to die.’
Then she smiles at him and lets him in.
‘Now you speak a tiny portion 
of the truth. For sooth.’
He bows his head.
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That evening, he tells me,
‘I am ready.’
xi
Dear Mother,
Why did you send me out?
I wanted to stay in.
‘Why? Mother? Why should I go out?’ 
You say to me repeatedly,
‘Because God said, ‘Enjoy life.’
xii.
I went out.
I walked the frozen streets.
The lights came on.
You died.
Years passed.
Years pass.
It’s summer, winter,
English Alice Wonder 
Land and Sky,
green and blue,
and a pink dawn. 
Your good eye opens.
Now I hear your song.

1.
While the grass always seems greener on the other side, just 
remember – when you get to the other side, you may find 
yourself in the Land Unknown where visitors may be inclined to 
do things they had never thought of doing. The Other Side may 
even send you an invitation, a glossy, colourful one. How can 
you possibly turn it down if your eyes are glued to it? 
The writer Swidersky’s eyes were glued to a photograph of Lake 
Geneva. And quite out of the blue, he received an invitation to 
spend a couple of weeks in a writers’ retreat right there in 
Switzerland. That trip might turn into a kind of diversion, or 
rather, a distraction from his regular humdrum émigré life in 
Frankfurt.
He had once translated some poems by a Scottish poetess. They 
had kept in sporadic email contact, and she had recommended 
him to the people who ran the house for writers in a small town 
between Geneva and Lausanne. According to the will of its 
previous owner, a German publisher, it was given over to writers 
from all around the world and provided them with a conducive 
place to work for two weeks every summer. 
“Why shouldn’t I go along?” Swidersky thought. “It would be no 
bad thing to spend some time with my brothers in pens.” 
His plane landed in Geneva. He wandered around the clock-
face of this city for a couple of hours, a city where time ticks and 
tocks and brushes the roofs of the buildings with its invisible 
golden hands, and then he took a tiny train to the small town of 
his destination.
‘I’m Russian, you know,’ said the resplendent housekeeper in 
poor English. ‘My surname is Konobeeff. My grandfather was – 
how do you say? – White Guard?’
The writer nodded.
‘So you and I are both Russian people.’ And with that the 
housekeeper ended her speech.
‘I’m afraid I must disappoint you,’ said Swidersky with a 
disarming smile. ‘I am a Russian writer, that is true, but it is also 
true that I don’t have a drop of Russian blood.’
The resplendent housekeeper was a little put out. 

ANATOLY KUDRYAVITSKY
(Ireland)

Brothers in Pens
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‘Well, never mind,’ she said at last. ‘Come with me, I’ll show you 
your room. By the way, I live here over there, in that wing of the 
building. I have a separate entrance.’
They bumped into a shabby-looking woman in the corridor. 
She was dressed in a grubby, variegated pinafore dress and had 
sandals on her otherwise bare feet. Oddly enough, her head was 
wrapped in a waffle towel.
“The cook,” Swidersky thought. “She looks busy, probably 
making lunch.”
But Madame Konobeeff gave one of her resplendent smiles and 
said:
‘And here is our first guest. Let me introduce you. This is 
Madame Alexandra Berkutova, a prose writer from Prague. And 
this is Monsieur Sviderski from Moscow.’
The prose writer from Prague muttered something 
incomprehensible or even untranslatable in a French-like tone, 
after which she headed off into the kitchen without waiting for a 
reply.
2.
He was introduced to the other guests over lunch.
‘We’ve just been discussing our family backgrounds and have 
come to the conclusion that we are all Jews,’ the writers sitting 
on the veranda put him in the picture.
‘Both my grandmothers were Jewish,’ said Swidersky. ‘One was 
from Poland, the other from Germany.’
‘There you are, you see,’ said an elderly gentleman. ‘And my 
family comes from Ukraine. My father’s surname was 
Katznelson... Oh, I forgot to introduce myself. I’m Gordon 
Ellenson from Toronto. I live in the USA, in Minnesota, and 
teach in the local university there.’
A woman with a shrewd face was sitting opposite Ellenson, and 
Swidersky could only see her profile, but he was sure he had seen 
that medallion-like profile somewhere on the Internet.
‘I’m Lana Freund,’ she said. ‘From Capetown, currently living in 
San Francisco. My parents were German Jews.’
‘One of my grandmothers was Jewish, too,’ said Madame 
Berkutova, suddenly joining the conversation, and disclosing to 
the world that she spoke English, too, all be it with a monstrous 
accent. 
The bandage had disappeared from around her head, and 
enormous tractor-wheel spectacles with orange lenses had 
appeared instead.

When lunch was over, she began again, having evidently 
forgotten what she had said earlier:
‘Both my grandmothers were Jewish.’
Swidersky realised that since she obviously had grandfathers as 
well as grandmothers, the conversation would soon turn to 
them, and this in turn would completely change her ethnicity 
from what was stated in her passport. So he asked a question he 
deemed more neutral:
‘Are those sunglasses you are wearing?’
The Swiss sun itself was tired of sultriness and was about to take 
off into the valley, along the little stream and over the bridge, 
and then find somewhere to lie quietly in the shade.
‘My doctor told me to wear these glasses,’ said Madame from 
Prague sternly. ‘Otherwise everyone looks nasty to me and I see 
the world as a repulsive hole.’
A thin, black-haired young woman was sitting at the end of the 
table; she looked more Jewish than anyone else. But she didn’t 
lay claims to any genetic background.
‘Ines doesn’t speak English,’ said Lana Freund. ‘Let me 
introduce you. This is Ines de la Vega from Bolivia. She lives in 
France, in Besançon.’
Ines de la Vega gave a frank, heartfelt and purely Jewish smile.
3.
That evening Swidersky stayed up late watching television. 
They were showing Wimbledon on the Eurosport channel, and 
he amused himself by following the psychological trials and 
tribulations of the five sets match. The match finally petered out 
soon after midnight and the writer went into the kitchen to have 
his usual bedtime glass of yoghurt. There was a suspicious 
commotion coming from the corner of the poorly-lit kitchen.
“A rat? Or maybe several?” thought Swidersky alarmed, and 
began looking around for something to defend himself with. 
When his groping fingers finally found the light switch, it 
turned out not to be a rat but Madam Berkutova, who at that 
very moment was pulling a bottle of Finnish vodka from the 
depths of a cupboard, and looking very pleased with herself.
‘This is exactly what I needed!’ she mumbled to herself in 
Russian, and then, noticing Swidersky, she went on in English. 
‘Oh, excuse my attire. I didn’t think I would meet anyone down 
here, especially not a man.’
And it was only then that the writer noticed she was wearing a 
none-too-clean gown of rough, unhemmed canvas which he 
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supposed the lady used as a nightgown.
‘Well, it’s been a long time since I turned any man’s head. Not 
since I turned fifty,’ she went on. ‘I was even married once, to 
someone from Ukraine. He needed a passport in order to live in 
Prague, and I needed money, so it seemed like a good deal, but 
once he’d got his passport he swore at me and disappeared. The 
money didn’t last long, either.’
The bottle of Finnish vodka in her hands glistened knowingly 
and dark blue sparks winked deep within it.
4.
In the morning the sun began its work very conscientiously, and 
the writers hid in the shade. Madame Berkutova was the only 
one to spread herself out on a white plastic chaise longue and 
copiously smear a greasy liquid over every part of her physical 
mass which was not covered by her scanty swimsuit patterned 
like an Uzbek dress. The famous orange spectacles covered half 
her face.
 Swidersky helped himself to one of the bicycles and went 
careering off down the narrow road. Little villages were strung 
along it like grapes. When a meadow with huge trees laden with 
cherries raced to meet him, our cyclist realised it was time to take 
a break.
Half an hour later he had assiduously washed his cherry-blue 
hands and lips at a friendly wayside fountain.
Far below him lay Lake Geneva, leisurely unfolding like a 
gigantic fan decorated with reflections of clouds and blue sky 
before those sunning themselves on the beaches. The purple 
Alps towered above the far bank, and Swidersky thought he 
could make out the famous Mont Blanc.
The way back was difficult at times, torturous at others. If his 
bicycle had been even slightly worse, the forty-year-old writer 
would not have managed the last stretch at all.
‘Not many of our cyclists ride up the mountain,’ said Madame 
Konobeeff. ‘They usually walk, pushing the bike.’
5.
The food was indeed excellent. The chefs were not professional, 
but amateurs, and so they put their heart into whatever they did.
Swidersky’s main course was served on a separate plate, as he had 
warned them in advance that he was allergic to onions and 
garlic.
‘Allergic?’ said Madame Berkutova. ‘You’re not allergic to 
anything, you’re just being fussy.’

‘I wish that were so,’ said Swidersky diplomatically. ‘But alas...’
‘Allergies are nothing but stuff and nonsense,’ Madame 
Bertukova went on mercilessly. ‘What makes you think such a 
disease even exists? I can tell you for sure: there is no such thing 
as an allergy.’
‘I respect your opinion, but I am afraid you stand alone against 
the scientific consensus of the whole world.’
‘Huh, science! Those scientists say one thing today and another 
tomorrow. You can’t believe a word they say!’
“Such callous ideas and she calls herself a writer?” thought 
Swidersky. “What sort of reasoned, kind and eternal truths can 
that ignorant, cantankerous fishwife plant in her novels?”
6.
The evening was given over to football. It was the European 
Cup. The Bolivian poetess delicately and unobtrusively rooted 
for every team that played against Spain, usually from the office 
room, which was next to the sitting-room. She would sit and 
hammer out copious emails to her French fiancé. Mr. Ellenson 
and Madame Berkutova, on the other hand, spent hours in front 
of the television, with an ever-present bottle of Finnish vodka 
gleaming blue on the coffee table between them.
Ellenson usually dozed in the corner of the sofa; he only woke up 
when something exceptional happened on the TV, such as when 
someone scored a goal or missed a penalty. Then he would let 
out a wild yell: “Thrash ’em, the sons of bitches!” and return to 
his familiar valley of sleep. Who those mysterious “sons of 
bitches” were remained a mystery to everyone else...
Madame Berkutova furiously supported the Czechs and booed 
the Russians. And as if that weren’t enough, she did her best to 
persuade everyone else to support the Czechs, too.
When a small child demonstrates some particular whim, the rest 
of the family indulges him. As the difficult child of the family of 
writers, Madame Berkutova desperately needed to be indulged, 
and the old-fashioned house was filled with writers’ whoops.
Lana Freund appeared from somewhere upstairs. She loathed 
football and everything to do with it. She looked at the screen for 
precisely a minute and a half, gave a disgusted frown and asked:
‘What are you all doing here?’
‘We’re supporting the Czechs,’ said Ellenson, just awake after a 
doze. ‘Collectively.’
‘Collectively? Really? Well go on then,’ and Lana Freund went 
off into the vast expanse of her next novel.
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As for Swidersky, he was watching the football with interest but 
did not contribute to the multi-coloured cacophony.
The Czech Republic were playing Germany, and had just scored 
a goal.
‘That was a great goal!’ squealed Madame Berkutova. ‘Wow, 
what a goal!’
‘It was just a run-of-the-mill header from the corner. A standard 
goal,’ said Swidersky, who had played football himself as a young 
man.
That was his fatal mistake.
‘Standard?’ said Madame Berkutova venomously. ‘So you think 
Russian goals are better, do you? Funny how we don’t see that 
many of them.’
‘It’s nothing to do with the nationality of the goals; it’s about 
their quality,’ Swidersky was about to explain. ‘Personally, I love 
unusual, memorable goals.’
But to no avail. Madame Berkutova never bothered herself with 
the finer points, not even when she was writing her novels for 
women. And in this case, even the god of the Czechs himself 
prohibited going into the finer points.
‘You simply don’t like our country or our people,’ she said, 
winding herself up.
‘If I were you I wouldn’t be in such a rush to draw such rash 
conclusions,’ Swidersky said. ‘I can assure you, I am equally 
unbiased towards all nations.’
But Madame Berkutova only heard what she wanted to and her 
malicious grin became the spitting image of one of Notre 
Dame’s gargoyles.
7.
The next morning, drizzle slid off the roof tops and dripped the 
trees.
Madame Berkutova did the rounds of the writers looking lost 
and asking everyone if they knew anything about computers. 
She’d dropped her laptop and couldn’t switch it on.
No-one wanted to have anything to do with this lady, so they all 
said: no, sorry, I’m clueless about laptops. Yet each of them had 
brought a nice new laptop with them and installed it in their 
room.
It was Swidersky’s turn. He felt sorry for this odd lady and 
decided to help her.
The rather battered-looking Toshiba started up without any 
trouble.

‘The menu didn’t appear properly when I switched it on this 
morning.’
‘What happened to it?’
‘I dropped it this morning. My hands were trembling.’
Swidersky didn’t bother to enquire as to the cause of this 
mysterious trembling.
‘Can you go into “My Computer” and select the control panel,’ 
he said. ‘Otherwise it’s all in Czech and I can’t understand 
anything.’
Everything seemed normal.
‘Seems to be working OK,’ said Swidersky thoughtfully. ‘You 
should be more careful with it.’
‘Yo, yo,’ agreed Madame Berkutova.
She spoke eight languages, all equally badly. But it was anyone’s 
guess just which of those languages would have claimed that 
mysterious “yo, yo”.
At lunch they found out that the ill-starred berkutovian laptop 
was no longer working.
‘I’ll write in a notebook,’ she said, with a face like the explorer 
Amundsen sitting on a sledge about to cross some frozen gulf.
Swidersky had never had a laptop in his life, nor would he in the 
foreseeable future. He had always written in notebooks and 
didn’t see anything so dreadful in it.
8.
After lunch he was accosted by Madame Konobeeff in the 
corridor.
‘We have a studio in the basement, you know, where you can 
work. You have the smallest room and so I’m giving you first 
refusal of the studio.’
‘Can I have a look at it?’
The air in the basement studio was obviously not suited to 
Swidersky’s asthmatic lungs. He couldn’t even stay there for five 
minutes.
‘You’d better offer it to someone else who has a small room.’
‘That would be Madame Berkutova.’
‘Splendid. Offer it to her.’
‘And if she doesn’t take it, I’ll offer it to Ines de la Vega. She’s next 
in line,’ Madame Konobeeff thought out loud.
‘Can I ask who has the largest rooms?’ asked Swidersky, though 
it was already clear.
‘Our guests from America and Canada,’ said Madame 
Konobeeff with evident displeasure.
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Naturally, Madame Berkutova did not refuse the studio and 
sunk her berkutovian aquila claws into it at once.
But Swidersky’s work was going quite well in his room. After all, 
what does a writer need? A bed and a desk. And if he is fed as 
well, he will start filling his notebook with scrawny scratches and 
there will be no stopping him!
He wrote down a poem he had thought up long ago and set 
about translating some contemporary English poems which he 
had long since promised a Moscow journal. 
There was football on the TV again that evening. The writer sat 
in the corner of the sitting room and observed the events on the 
screen from a distance. The Czech lady was sitting in the stalls, 
taking up a whole sofa. Her fat sausage-feet with peppercorn 
black nails were occupying another. Mr. Ellenson was spread-
eagled on the third, the one closest to the blue-labelled Finnish 
vodka. The house seemed to have a limitless supply of spirits.
For the last few years, Swidersky had satisfied himself with a 
couple of glasses of red French wine with his dinner. As for 
vodka, he never touched it. He liked to joke that he was the only 
Russian who didn’t drink vodka, and that was because he wasn’t 
actually Russian at all!
The events of the previous evening repeated themselves with the 
precision of a Swiss watch: Czechs, whoops, and vodka. This 
time the Czech Republic was playing Denmark and they were 
really playing well. But when you are coerced into supporting 
someone or sympathising with them, you get a typically Russian 
urge to show everyone the finger behind your back and support 
the other side, at least secretly. Which, by the way, is very good 
for your psychological health. “I don’t give a damn about the 
Czechs one way or the other,” thought Swidersky. “But let’s hope 
the Danes win, against all odds.” However they didn’t.
Madame Berkutova didn’t pass up on the chance to throw more 
insults Swidersky’s way. 
9.
During the day, curtains shaded the dusty silence of the sitting 
room from the sun. Swidersky took to watching the BBC news 
in the afternoons. There was never anyone else there then. News 
usually left him feeling down, with all that talk of bombing raids 
and speeches, and speeches against bombing raids, and 
bombing raids to silence the speeches.
“If you can’t act, you observe; if you can’t observe, you observe 

yourself,” thought the writer. “Take a look at yourself and you 
won’t have a clue why you appeared on this earth, or what you 
can do which has not already been done before. Heroes of 
ancient Greece and villains of Rome, where are your modern 
imitators? They are even petty and cowardly in their murders 
and they never kill anyone themselves, as luckily there’s always 
someone else to send somewhere to do your dirty work. Your 
warriors are brave but your battles are lacklustre, and your anti-
war mouthpieces are hoarse, stupid and narcissistic. The real war 
has been going on since the Middle Ages, and not in the sands of 
Arabia but in the nearest pub or German Kneipe, or in the beer 
bars of Zamoskvorechye or the dukhan inns of the Caucasus. It 
is not easy to conquer the Middle Ages in your mind as the 
Middle Ages are completely modern, flourishing and has only 
just replaced the Stone Age.”
Having worked well in the afternoon, Swidersky didn’t sit in 
front of the television that evening but went to the room next 
door where there was the only computer the writers had access 
to. He was checking his emails.
There were no European Cup matches that day, and the Czech 
lady and Mr. Ellenson fuelled themselves with the Finnish elixir 
in front of a blank TV screen. It seemed they had little interest 
for what was going on in the rest of the world.
In the morning Madame Konobeeff came bustling over to 
Swidersky.
‘I have received complaints that you are spending too much time 
on the computer thereby preventing the other writers from 
using the Internet.’
Swidersky was rather taken aback, but he quickly rallied and said 
calmly:
‘That’s not true. I don’t spend any longer on the computer than 
anyone else. I would like to know who complained about me.
‘Well, I was talking to Mr. Ellenson.’
‘But he spends the whole day sitting on the computer! Not to 
mention the fact that he could fetch his laptop from his room 
whenever he wanted to, put it on the next table, plug it into the 
phone line and connect to the internet. You suggested that 
yourself.’
Swidersky decided to use the internet later that evening, at 
midnight, when the lovers of Finnish vodka were already too far 
immersed in the wilds of that great forest Delirium to find their 
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way to the blue cybernetic space. 
10.
The morning awaited him with cherries, unknown Swiss 
villages, a mad cycle ride down and a strenuous ride up.
That evening the Czech Republic was playing Greece in the semi 
final, and Swidersky decided to watch the match, come what 
may. The Czechs rained a squall of attacks on the Greek 
defenders. Madame Berkutova’s nerves were so taut that she 
imbibed almost a whole bottle of vodka all by herself, firing a no 
less stormy attack of insults and mockery at Swidersky. He 
decided not to reply. Ellenson, ruffled up like an eagle-owl, sat in 
the corner of the next sofa pretending he didn’t understand his 
own native English.
Swidersky and the Greeks bravely held their Pass of 
Thermopylae. They were already into extra time and two zeroes 
still glowed yellow on the stadium’s score board. In the 
hundredth minute, right in the midst of the strongest 
berkutovian attack, at the very moment when “son of a bitch” 
made the smooth linguistic transfer to “talentless paper-
scribbler”, the Greeks scored a goal. It was a so-called “golden 
goal” and it was all over; the Czech Republic was out of the 
championship.
‘Nemesis was born in Greece, wasn’t she?’ Swidersky said, and 
then turned to Ellenson. ‘By the way, is everything OK with 
your hearing? No problems recently?’
11.
The next morning Swidersky sat down at the computer and 
wrote a formal complaint, which he emailed to Madame 
Konobeeff, as well as to two members of the committee 
responsible for this writers’ retreat; after all, Madame Konobeeff 
was simply the housekeeper, or “manager” as she liked to put it, 
glorifying her position in the American style.
At lunch Madame Berkutova asked Swidersky something with 
an innocent smile; he pretended not to hear her.
‘Have you developed another allergy?’ she mocked.
‘Yes, I’m allergic to you,’ said the writer. ‘What makes you think 
you can taunt a person all evening and then talk to him about 
the weather the next day as though nothing had happened? I 
refuse to speak to you.’
The Czech lady assumed a face of wounded innocence.
‘Why are you raising your voice?’ asked Lana Freund, raising her 
eyebrows.

‘I’m not raising my voice. I am speaking clearly and distinctly 
because I would like to inform everyone whom it concerns that I 
will not allow anyone to insult me. You can ask Mr. Ellenson 
what I am talking about; he was there.’
‘I didn’t hear anything,’ yelped Ellenson in fright.
“Ah, Katz and Nelson, Catty Admiral Nelson. You’re a coward 
and a traitor,” thought Swidersky.
‘If you don’t like it here you are free to leave,’ said Lana Freund, 
adopting the commanding role as usual.
She believed she was one of those women who knew how to 
organize their life perfectly well, who had everything firmly in 
their grasp, both inside and outside the home, and whose 
domestics, if there are any, prance around them on their hind 
legs.
The charming Ines de la Vega fluttered her eyelashes stunningly, 
not understanding what the argument was about.
‘Of course, if you and the others can so easily reconcile 
yourselves to the abasement of human dignity so long as it is not 
your own dignity which is being abused, then I shall do my best 
to free myself from your company as soon as possible.’
And with those words he picked up his plate with his untouched 
main course, grabbed his glass of orange juice and went to his 
room to finish his meal in solitude.
Ellenson caught up with him on the stairs; he seemed to have 
suddenly developed youthful speed.
‘You shouldn’t take on so. She’s a woman after all,’ he began 
murmuring soothingly.
‘Who is?’
‘You know, our Czech companion. That’s who I’m talking 
about.’
‘I’m sorry, but she is not my companion. Do you think women 
are permitted to say anything they like?’ said Swidersky 
indignantly.
‘She was only joking...’
‘You know fine well she was deliberately trying to ruin things for 
me. And you pretend to be blind and deaf. If someone had 
treated you the way she treated me I would have done everything 
in my power to defend you. But you... Do you have even the 
slightest understanding of morals? Of conscience? What do you 
teach your students? What do you write poems about – 
buttercups and daisies?’
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‘You use very strong words.’
‘I am only calling a spade a spade. If you had heard the words 
which were said to me, your hair would have stood on end.’
‘Well, you can’t prove it... Personally, I think you should leave, as 
soon as possible.’
‘That’s right, of course, punish the injured party. May I say, you 
have a wonderful sense of logic and a unique understanding of 
justice... By the way, my stay here ends in six days, and my return 
flight is fixed. I certainly have no intention of losing money 
because of you.’
‘I will consult with the committee members and we will discuss 
that matter,’ purred Madame Konobeeff. ‘So you are overly 
concerned about money. And you can use the Internet here for 
free...’
‘So much for your famous Swiss hospitality!’ the writer said with 
a broad smile. ‘Or is it a measure of your own personal 
hospitality, cultivated over many generations in your ex-gentry 
family?’
‘Let’s not argue. I will contact you tomorrow about the ticket.’
‘As you like,’ Swidersky said.
‘Well, now I have spoken with you and I cannot say I felt entirely 
safe,’ said Madame Konobeeff as she floated out of the room 
tight-lipped.
‘Poor thing,’ said the writer sarcastically.
The next morning he discovered a note which had been pushed 
under his door:
If you agree to leave tomorrow, we shall buy your ticket to Frankfurt. 
The flight has already been booked. 
“Well, what would I do here in the company of this sweet flock 
of hypocrites?” thought Swidersky. “They disgust me.”
And he went down to the computer and replied with the 
shortest email he had ever written: “Buy it.”
The ticket was pushed under his door that very evening.
Swidersky took his dinner in his room and then went for a walk 
in the garden. All was quiet in the common room, no roaring 
TV, no drunken whoops.
“They’re intimidated!” realised the writer.
He walked down from the terraced gardens along a little path 
between the fields towards the moon which was lighting up the 
surreally green waters of Lake Geneva with the round arch of its 
sandy coloured eye.

Ellenson blinked owlishly and said:
‘You take everything very seriously. Women should be forgiven 
everything.’
His false tone grated on Swidersky.
‘She’s a coarse shrew and not a woman,’ he said harshly and 
started up the stairs with his plate and glass.
‘You do use rather offensive expressions,’ said the feline admiral 
from the bottom of the stairs. But Swidersky was already at his 
door.
12.
Madame Konobeeff knocked on his door that evening.
‘Come in, it’s not locked,’ he called.
‘I have just got back and read your email,’ she began. ‘I gather 
you expressed some dissatisfaction at lunchtime.’
‘Yes. Funnily enough, I don’t appreciate it when people insult 
me,’ Swidersky said with feeling.
‘Oh, you are getting emotional, you mustn’t do that.’
‘I’m sorry, but here in your writers’ retreat, a supposed haven of 
peace and quiet for writers, I have been stripped of all peace and 
quiet and have been openly abused, what’s more. And you think 
everything is fine?’
‘I have spoken to the others and nobody witnessed anything of 
the kind.’
‘I set out all the facts in the email I sent you. In my opinion, you 
are making a grave mistake to supply a limitless amount of 
spirits to people who cannot hold their drink, or indeed, who 
should not drink at all.’
‘But they don’t drink! There is only one empty vodka bottle in 
the glass recycling box I put in the kitchen, and it’s been nearly a 
week!’
‘Surely you aren’t suggesting that when they’re drunk to the 
eyeballs they will dutifully carry their empties to the kitchen and 
place them in the recycling box? Look around outside, in the 
nearest bucket or the nettles by the fence.’
‘I have plenty of other concerns,’ said Madame Konobeeff. ‘You 
are making trouble for me...’
‘Me? I’m causing trouble?’ Swidersky was staggered. ‘Don’t you 
think you are getting the wrong end of the stick?’
‘When I first came in, I didn’t know who was right and who was 
wrong, but now I see you are getting agitated and upset...’
‘Wouldn’t you get upset if someone tried to ruin everything for 
you? For you, personally?’
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When he got back, he wrote a poem.
“So I didn’t come here in vain,” he thought. “I’ve written two 
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The bus lurches toward the Main St. Flushing stop where the 
underground connection takes you to the 7 subway and 
Manhattan.  Bodies huddle next to each other as if they are 
giving each other hugs on the electric blue seats of the Q27. 
Korean schoolgirls chat in animated exchanges that contrast 
with the serious silences of the young men dressed in black, 
swaying as they hold onto the overhanging straps. The white 
noise of their laughter in a language I do not understand is 
perfect and helps me to concentrate on the poem by Billy 
Collins: “Marginalia.”  Growing up, Collins borrowed books 
from libraries and the poem is about the notes left in the margins 
by previous readers.   

     Someone had written “ninny” next to an Emily Dickinson 
poem, another “You are the man” next to a passage in James 
Baldwin. One young girl for whom Collins came to feel a kind 
of love, left egg salad smears all over a page in “The Catcher in 
the Rye” and apologized in the margins.  The windows on the 
bus are full of city soot, but I look through the soot and think 
about my brother’s books where there was no “marginalia.”

     My brother was the “Ivan the Terrible” of brothers, a real 
tormenter, the way  older brothers can be in a fatherless home in 
which the mother, left behind, gives up.  He was all powerful 
and also a huge embarrassment in public places. Yet, his room 
was wonderful.  He collected and read books.  By the time he 
was in high school they filled the walls from floor to ceiling on 
shelves he created from lumber and bricks.  There was also a five 
foot high radio from the late 30’s that never worked.  He was 
repairing it, and each part was huge like some sci--fi apparatus 
from a horror movie about one human being trying to create 
another out of test tubes and smoky concoctions.  He never 
found the replacements.   A terrarium, made by taping four 
pieces of glass together, did work, and it was always raining 
there.  In spite of all the warnings, I would sneak into the room 
and steal books. 

JEAN DARCY
(USA)

“Marginalia”

     He never knew.  I boasted about this one day when we were 
grown, defying him even in my thirties.  “Oh, I knew.”  “No 
Never!” Abnormally quiet, he then explained. “You were always 
read books and ate oranges at the same time.  I knew what you 
were reading because those were the books that smelled like 
oranges.”

     It seemed beyond belief that my brother, who was almost 
insane as a child, but also very funny, was actually training me to 
read his books without breaking the cheap gluey bindings, 
without leaving hot pink highlighter underlines.  I would have 
to read through a concave canyon of an angles to get that book 
back in the exact sequence of books without leaving that slight 
crease across the title on the binding.  The one I never gave back 
“The Pocket Book of Modern Verse,” has no binding at all now, 
and is held together with a thick rubber band. It looks like it has 
survived a fire, all brown and crackly, yet the pages are only 
slowly oxidizing as cheap paperbacks do after fifty years.  

     But my mother taught me to read also.  After my father left 
she went down into the basement near the furnace to keep warm 
in a huge house without heat and read James T. Farrell.  

     By the time I was divorced with children grown and gone and 
moving from a six bedroom house into a one bedroom apt, I had 
thrown away almost everything but my collection of books in 
small boxes just heavy enough to lift.  They did not fit in 
apartment, but there was a storage unit, and there they stayed 
until I got my first job as an English professor and could move 
into a studio in Manhattan.

      I realized the night before the van was to come that there was 
not room in the studio for one hundred odd boxes of books even 
though I only planned to take the bed.  Yet, I could not leave 
them, and there was a penalty for using the garbage as a dump.    

     Working all night carrying boxes, mastering the heft and hurl 
needed to get them into the huge, high green dumpster, I 
emptied the storage unit by morning.  Finally, exhausted, I left 
the heaviest boxes, alone, next to an old armchair.  Luckily, the 
chain linked area had an open gate on that particular night.  A 
sign from one of the tenants was plastered on the fence: 
“Creating library in South America.  All books welcome.” This 
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tenant also circulated a similar poster in mail boxes every several 
months.  There was no time to contact 8H nor would it be a 
good idea to let him know I was the one who violated the 
ordinance.   

     It was a strange act, leaving a strange sensation.  In a frenzy, I 
had thrown it all away. I thought about loss while I picked up a 
giant coffee and a box of French crullers from Dunkin Donut to 
help me stay awake while I waited for the van.

   Opening the box of gooey, freshly baked crullers and downing 
coffee at the same time, I rushed to the knock on the door.  It 
was not the van.  Miguel stood in the doorway frame with my 
Shakespeare Anthology, opened, and he wanted to know if I had 
any more books. I had never wondered what the poster person 
looked like and here he stood, a version of Andy Garcia, in his 
fifties, staring at me with a weird concentration, as if he had 
more to ask, or say.  I assured him that was all and wondered to 
myself how he could possibly pay all that postage to South 
America. But he did not leave and, instead, turned to a page and 
showed me all the writing in the margins and, in particular, 
Hamlet’s speech to Horatio, “Let Be.”  He fixed my eyes and 
told me in an accusatory tone how beautiful that explanation 
was. 

     Still he did not go away.  Continuing as if on a mission, he 
told me how my father loved his books.  He was a very special 
man.  In a shot I understood.  He was looking at me trying to see 
through some DNA resemblance, the man who was my father.  
Manuel thought that I was a daughter who never visited, but 
came to 4C with a giant Dunkin Donut coffee and box of 
French crullers to empty the apartment of her now dead father 
who had lived alone all those years.  With his books. He was 
right; my dad had died recently but far away in another state 
with a second wife and children to mourn him.  An accountant, 
I had never known him, so his death just came as news.  

     Manuel pushed the book towards me and wanted me to love 
the books I was discarding and see my father’s thoughts.  I was 
mesmerized.  He loved the father he imagined and mourned the 
loss of him, wished he could have known him and talked with 
him about literature.  He looked at me, a careless woman who 

did not deserve a father like that.  Like a wave coming at me, I 
was pulled into Manuel’s intensity.  I saw the scene as he saw it, 
felt his love for my imagined father, and his hope that I would 
see before it was too late.  And I did.   

     In a flash I pictured myself saying “no, no, see, I wrote that, 
look I am the one who is so wonderful.”  But I knew Manuel 
would be even more disgusted by that defense.  Instead, I 
pictured myself telling him what an awful man my father really 
was. Again, I knew Manuel would just shake his head in despair.  
So I gave in to him and let him pull me into his imaginary bond.  
I loved the father Manuel imagined and mourned beyond the 
capacity of that superficial girl with sticky sweet sugar all over 
her hands, and the whelming love mixed with grief and loss, and 
pulled me down, down.  The world slipped away and turned to a 
pull, down into a place of deep connection where other people 
could say “Papa.”  

•••
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This present story deals with an imagined incident in the 
childhood of Henry Handel Richardson.

Chi So was burned in the Chinese oven in the cemetery and the 
smoke sent the choughs startling up into the air. Not so much 
his own smoke, but the incense and cymbals ringing and the 
keening of the mourners as they farewelled his soul off to the 
afterlife. The choughs whistled a warning arpeggio like a carillon 
in the trees. They sat on some low branches chortling over their 
hymnals and testaments at all this curious human activity. I 
could not understand the prayers and devotions for Chi So, but 
the cymbals sounded nice and the sun was warm on the black 
lace of my shawl. Some of the men were crying. My mother 
stood beside me and I could tell from the rigidity of her spine she 
was very angry. Someone picked a few sad notes on a Chinese 
lute or mandolin, it looked like, I did not know its name, as if the 
reeds of a riverbank were playing an elegy.

I used to think that choughs were cruel looking birds, bad 
omens like carrion crows, until I saw them scuffing through leaf 
mulch in the forest in a clumsy sort of way, like so many sailors 
with wooden legs. Apostle birds, as they are also known, are as 
diligent fossickers as a family of Chinese diggers sifting through 
a mullock heap. Both could find any old thing from a worm to a 
worn out boot to a freckle of gold overlooked by your 
unobservant Australian prospector. Unfortunately, the mullock 
heap Chi So had been turning over had not been irrevocably 
abandoned by its owner, a man called Hamish Tunks. Tunks, 
returning unexpectedly, had found Chi So ‘jumping his claim,’ 
as he declared and, exercising summary justice, given him a 
hiding with a pick handle. Mrs. So brought her injured husband 
to the Post Office where we lived. She was extremely upset. My 
father had been a doctor but by that stage he was dead, and my 
mother, being the wife of a doctor, could not help. She did take 
them to the hospital up the road, but he was bleeding from the 
ear and there was a haemorrhage in his brain bag and after about 
ten days he did not wake up again.

* * *

MARK O'FLYNN
(Australia)

Leaving The Diggings

As Post Mistress my mother was about the only person acting in 
any official capacity that the town had. You could not count the 
good-for-nothing troopers, who were what made her so angry. 
All they did was put Hamish Tunks in the police cell until he 
sobered up, then gave him what amounted to a stern talking to; a 
dressing down. 

My mother refused to serve Hamish Tunks after that, a token 
protest because Tunks could neither write nor read any letters he 
may have received, which he did not.

It became my job to deliver mail that had not been collected in a 
good while, that is, if we knew the miners were still in the 
district. Because the Chinese miners never knew when their 
mail had arrived, their camp was a place I sometimes ran to, 
maybe once or twice a month. As soon as I stepped off the 
boardwalk outside the Warnock Bros. store I would hoist up my 
pinny and tear down the Castlemaine road to the Chinese camp 
by Sandy Creek. 

After a day stuck inside the schoolhouse there was nothing I 
liked better than a good tear. I could imagine I was on a horse 
galloping far away. On a scorcher I would take off my shoes and 
stockings and stand in the creek water and wriggle my toes in the 
sand. In the Chinese camp, secreted within the Chinaman’s 
bush, I would give the mail to Mrs. So, who would later 
distribute it amongst the fifteen or twenty Chinamen living 
there. They were always out digging when I brought the mail, 
but I noted evidence of their habitation – mah-jong tiles piled 
up waiting for the evening game; various instruments I did not 
know the name of; cooking pots; laundry. Mrs. So would take 
the mail with a nod, then wave me away to the freedom of the 
afternoon. I must have been about twelve then.

* * *

My mother locked the door of the Post Office, unheard of on a 
Tuesday. Striding purposefully, she took me to join the cortege 
winding along the Maryborough road. The borrowed cart 
bearing Chi So’s knocked-together coffin had a buckled axle and 
seemed to roll with a limp. We stood at the rear of the assembly 
about the Chinese oven in the Maldon cemetery. Choughs 
warbling in the trees. We were the only white people there. 

My mother had liked Chi So and also Mrs. So who was always 
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polite and let my mother touch her silken bonnet. Silk was hard 
to come by on the gold fields. It was a little treasure. She used to 
call them Mr. and Mrs. So and So when they came into the Post 
Office. Her private joke. Mrs. So would plop her letters on the 
counter with their strange inscriptions spidering over the 
envelopes. I guessed they were sending money back to their 
people in China. My mother often allowed me to lick the stamps 
and thump them onto the corner of the envelopes with my fist. 
It made a nice, solid noise on the bench top. Mrs. So also 
accompanied the other Chinese miners when they came to post 
their letters, perhaps because her English was a little better, even 
though her English was precious poor. She smiled a lot, making 
use of her fingers. My mother seemed to understand that 
language. One day Mrs. So brought in an abacus and they had a 
high old time discussing the workings of that instrument in 
words neither of them exactly shared. 

The men never spoke. 

If I licked too many stamps I would get a queasy feeling in my 
stomach and have to go find a dunny can.

I was the only girl in Maldon, apart from my mother, who could 
play the piano. You wouldn’t believe the trouble we had in 
freighting such a thing up to the diggings at that time. It was an 
Albrecht upright and it looked a peculiar sight, like a gryphon, 
on the back of the dray, which brought it from Bendigo, 
groaning a painful chord at every bump in the road. It took four 
men to lower it safely down and carry it inside, and boy did they 
huff and puff about it. Although she never said anything I knew 
my mother was upset at the cost. So I took my lessons and I 
practiced every day because I was grateful, I truly was. Music was 
all I had since my father passed away. Sometimes we played a 
duet, or a cantilena. There used to be an old miner from Galway 
who came in specially to ask my mother if he could have a tinkle. 
He was so out of practice and his fingers so rusted with spade 
work he could only get a little diddley-dee music out of it. It was 
my father’s sort of music; jigs and reels. Mother said she would 
rather have my scales and sol-fa than be reminded of her 
husband’s old home. There should be no music in the house, she 
announced, but mine. 

I had to think about this idea of home, where it wouldn’t do to 
be reminded of.

One day after Mr. and Mrs. So and So had finished their 
business with my mother I glimpsed them through the window 
where I was practicing my Chopin. They were simply standing 
on the street looking at the gutters which people had put more 
effort into building than their own homes. I guess they were 
taking a moment to enjoy the sunshine. I stretched my hands to 
the octaves, but they did not quite reach. A couple of the 
cushions had gone, or come loose on two keys so there was only a 
clunky wooden sound in one, and a buzz coming from another 
which made your ears wince. We were saving up to have them 
repaired. In the mean time I would have to imagine those notes 
and grit my teeth. In a way they made me understand Chopin’s 
notes even more individually. I was hoping the piano tuner 
would come one day soon to work his magic.

I glanced up from my score, I had moved on to an Air from the 
Watermusicby then, and noticed, not the inquisitive face of Chi 
So at the window, but rather his flattened ear at the glass. I was 
able to examine the squashed and hairy ear of the Chinaman for 
some moments until he realised I had stopped playing. When he 
saw I had spotted him he touched his funny hat, gave a little 
bow, and scurried away.

* * *

On Sundays when the Post Office and the Penny School were 
closed my mother allowed me to climb to the top of Mt. 
Tarrengower where there was an impressive view, and where a 
breath of clean air might be had. I usually went via Parkins Reef 
road and Lisles gully. There was no danger from the blacks 
because they mostly hated Mt. Tarrengower and called it 
‘Leanganook’ which is a beautiful word except that it means the 
‘ugly lump’ or some such. In German it is garstig. I liked the 
story of one curious native, watching a miner rinsing his pan at a 
cradle, who guffawed at the foolish fellow spending all that 
energy washing his stones, only to throw them away. I suppose 
there is comedy in talking at cross purposes, but I wonder if that 
is all? Everyone had a different word for things; the Blacks, the 
Chinese, the Indians, the Germans, us. I liked to hear the 
tumbling music of new words. Wassermusik, for one, gryphon, 
for another. 

In any event the mountain still had plenty of miners crawling all 
over it. In the years before we arrived, when gold fever had been 
an epidemic, there had been more. You could tell by the rubbish 
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they had left behind. However, there were still loads of eager 
fellows to keep the febrile feeling of gold in the air, as if the world 
was a jolly square dance and the water was champagne. Most of 
them knew the Post Mistresses daughter. They all would have 
looked out for her. Some of them called out her name, even 
though she would have preferred to keep her name a secret.

‘Good day Miss Ethel.’
‘Sing us a song Miss Ethel.’
‘Why aren’t you in school Miss Ethel?’
‘Have you a stamp for me Ethel?’
‘Yes,’ I cried to this last, ‘put out your foot and I’ll give you one.’
It was an old Post Office joke, but I meant it.

It wasn’t Sunday, it was a Tuesday and I would not sing them a 
song. I did not want to talk to them. I had to get to the top of the 
mountain. There were tents scattered higgledy-piggledy all over 
the side of the hill amongst the tree stumps and yellow gorse. 
New saplings budding back where the older trees had been 
chopped down. Many of the miners were up to their necks in 
mullock holes, shoveling up spadefuls of scree and clay and 
general rubble. The exposed bones of quartz scattered about like 
a stone ossuary. 

The mountain was peppered with mullock heaps. Perhaps 
blistered is a better word. In days gone by if I had had the bad 
luck to fall into a hole it would be a soft landing because there 
would have been a miner in every one. A miner with a dream of 
lighting his pipe with a five pound note. Not so much any more. 
Only those who had invested so much sweat in their hole it was 
hard for them to give it up. I don’t know how they made their 
selection: the set of the rocks in the ground a lucky sign perhaps, 
the vision of riches beckoning. For others, dreams fade pretty 
fast. As such there were a lot of deserted shafts, which made the 
place precarious. Everywhere smelled of freshly turned earth.

Panting, I climbed on. It was about three miles to the top of the 
hill. From various vantage points you could gaze in awe down 
the barren hillside. The township of Maldon lay at the foot of 
the mountain, its busy main streets shaped like a tired Y lying on 
its side; the High street lined with carts and drays. The tracks 
winding off to Bendigo and Castlemaine like ribbons lost in the 
grass. Streamers of smoke rose up from camping fires spread 
throughout the scrub. Smoke especially from the Government 

Gold Battery and the Beehive chimney where the big companies 
continued to process their ore. To the south beyond Oswald’s 
mine and Carmen’s tunnel stood the remains of extinct 
volcanoes. 

In her official capacity as Post Mistress my mother was in a 
position to know there had been upward of twenty thousand 
miners turning over the ground in the Maldon vicinity. And the 
ground was ravaged. There was not a flower. The smoke from 
the cyanide vats and quartz kilns fell on the town; the roaring 
cacophony from the stamper batteries and crushing machines – 
all I could see was bedlam. The calx lying about the kilns like 
roasted knuckles. It was like something Milton had dreamed up 
to entertain Satan. You couldn’t even hear a bird sing. Yet 
gradually the noise faded the higher up the mountain I climbed. 
Over the north of the town the nearby Nuggety Ranges, like a 
section of the earth’s disinterred vertebrae. The plains stretched 
away in every direction, seeming to promise so much, yet failing 
profoundly to deliver it. Everything seemed determined to drive 
the music out of me because, from the top of the hill, there was 
nowhere else to go but back down.

Sometimes I felt as though the only civilized thing on all the 
diggings, like a cornered creature with yellow teeth, was my 
piano. Standing there, sweating in the breeze, on the day of Chi 
So’s funeral I put my face in my hands and, because I felt I was 
too young to scream, I wept.

* * *

About ten or twelve days afterwards a parcel of letters arrived 
with the strange and beautiful Chinese writing on them. Stamps 
I would steam off over a pot of water and give away if I knew 
anyone who collected stamps. Someone had tried their hand at 
translating into English because one of the letters was addressed 
to So, Chi, Maldon P.O. Victory. My mother, writing some 
letters of her own, said I must take the mail to the Chinese camp 
at once. I did not want to but I recognized the duty.

As I have said the Chinese miners made their camp down by 
Sandy Creek in the thickets of Chinaman’s bush where you 
wouldn’t even tether a sheep so fine and irritating are the seeds 
when they get into your hair. I am not sure if ‘thicket’ is the right 
word. Nor is jungle. Not many of the Chinese had brought their 
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wives, so Chi So must have been a leader amongst them. His 
letter felt heavy in my hand. I thought about him being buried 
so far from his own home with nothing to remember him by but 
a Chinese brick oven. 

Along the way various miners poked their heads up out of their 
holes like rabbits.

‘Good day Miss Ethel.’
‘Any letters for me Miss Ethel?’
I made no reply. There was the taste of glue in my mouth.

A little commune of tents and lean-to’s lay sheltered within the 
copse of Chinaman’s bush. I think ‘copse’ is not the right word 
either. One day I will find the right word. One day I will also 
find the right word for ‘brain bag.’ A protective ring of stones 
contained the charcoal of a cooking fire. I could see no evidence 
of people in the camp, just the cooking pots and mah-jong tiles. 
I called out but there was no response. Too frightened to barge in 
through the thicket - copse - jungle of Chinaman’s bush, I 
dawdled there a while then, feeling silly, I turned back with my 
letters towards home. I could come back tomorrow. No need to 
tell my mother. Chi So would not miss his mail. I kept my eyes 
on the ground hoping I would not stub my toe on a nugget, as 
some of the tall tales would have you believe. I would not have 
wanted to be turned into one of them, a fevered, gold-struck, 
jiggering fool.

Near the creek at the back of D’Orsa’s cottage towards the 
Castlemaine road I heard a note of strange music. I knew it was 
not a bird, although they could be musical if you found the right 
one, but a type of music I had only recently heard. I paused. 
There was another. I went towards the sound, peering through 
some stubborn bushes. In a moment I came across a figure I 
knew as Mrs. So sitting by a water hole where some prospector 
had excavated beneath the tree roots. The instrument she played 
was not unlike a lute, or pictures I had seen of a lute in one in my 
father’s books. However the music was quite different, single 
notes, not chords, plucked from the four or five strings. In a 
while she stopped playing and the silence was replaced by the 
sudden screech of a cockatoo sounding like a sheet being ripped 
in a gale. The bird flapped off, then there was just the wind itself, 
softly in the trees. Then quiet.

Suddenly, in fright, Mrs. So turned and saw me. She breathed, 
and studied me through her reddened, swollen eyes, turning 
back to the creek in which she seemed to be pouring the lonely 
music of her grief. She began to play again. I don’t know how 
long I stood there, but without being fully aware of it I found I 
had drawn closer. I stood by her side and watched her pluck 
those new notes. Then she looked up and, like something weary 
and raw, gestured for me to sit. I did so. A stone dug into my 
thigh. After a while I pointed at the instrument she held and 
asked: 

‘What is this called?’

She shrugged, leaving her shoulders up for quite a while, then 
said: ‘Pipa.’

‘Pipa?’

I tested the word. She offered it to me and I, in turn, offered her 
the parcel of letters, uppermost being the letter addressed to So, 
Chi, Maldon P.O. Victory.

The instrument, the pipa, was pear shaped, its smooth back 
round against my stomach. I examined it closely while she, 
reluctantly it seemed, opened the first letter. A happy letter, with 
lots of news, from someone who did not yet know that the 
person addressed would never read it. I had watched her fingers 
at the frets and so could guess at the chromatic scale. I tried a 
string. I could not look at her face, though I was painfully aware 
of her at my side. She sniffed up some tears. I took another note 
from it. Then another. The notes hovered in the air like birds 
suspended in flight. I played a short scale, a small tune, one note 
corresponding to the next, but the sound of it was too odd, too 
alien, and when she had finished reading the letter I handed the 
pipa back.

We did nothing then, but stare at the creek. Soon she rose to her 
feet and took the letters and her instrument and, as if blindly, 
turned towards her camp. I stood also. In the distance the bald 
protuberance of Mt. Tarrengower, that ugly lump, garstig, rose 
to interrupt the sky. I picked up a piece of quartz and threw it in 
the water. Wassermusik.

I left the creek and went home, however the noise from the 
stamper batteries would not let me formulate the thoughts that 
tried to fill my mind. I dearly wanted to be melancholy, but the 
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noise of the machinery would not allow me to be anything. I 
never told my mother about the pipa. Only that I had delivered 
the letters safely. She had her own concerns to occupy her.

After dinner I buried my nose in my sheet music while she wrote 
another letter to the director of the asylum at Ararat where they 
had taken my father to die and where his possessions still wanted 
collecting. I could hear her pen scratching from across the room. 
I wondered what would now become of Mrs. So in her silken 
bonnet, in a land whose language she could barely speak, a 
widow in a camp of twenty men without wives, their leader now 
dead. I could not imagine her situation, though maybe one day I 
might. Perhaps, I hoped, she had enough money now to leave 
the diggings and go home. 

I tried to imitate the notes I had plucked from the pipa, but the 
harmony of it was not the same. My fingers fell quiet at the 
keyboard. After a while my mother looked up from her stilled 
page: The lamp light unflickering. 

‘Ethel, if there was one place in the world you would like to go, 
where would that be?’

I coiled my braid around my wrist. It was our old game of 
questions. 

‘Perhaps home,’ I replied. I did not feel like playing.

‘Do you mean Leicester?’

I shrugged. I did not remember Leicester.

‘You’re sure you don’t mean a better school. Perhaps a boarding 
school. Where you might be challenged. You know you are too 
talented for the Penny School. I have been writing to a Miss 
Chapman of Clarendon College in Ballarat and she says - ’

‘I don’t know. That doesn’t sound much like home either.’

That was rude of me, to interrupt my mother. She took a 
moment to compose her next thought.

‘Well, we shall think about it…..And if there was one person 
you would like to meet, who might that be?’

I considered this, but soon enough I had my answer,

‘A piano tuner,’ I said, closing the lid.

•••

CAST OF CHARACTERS:
JULIO: Cuban refugee, ex-boxer, doorman, porter, chauffeur.

CARMEN: Ex-Havana cabaret singer/stripper, Julio’s fiancé, 
chamber maid, waitress (room service), chef (boutique 
delicatessen), masseuse.

MURRAY: Exiled from  Europe as a child just after  WWII with 
parents,  retired Professor of  Modern Literature, author of 
“one” important article (a “citation classic”) -- after which he
developed writer’s block and an inflated sense of his importance.

STELLA: Murray’s wife, born in Displaced Persons Camp 
(Austria), ex-Psychotherapist, now spa consultant, who insists 
on putting all suffering and memories of deprivation behind her 
and her husband. She is a firm believer in  “The Leisure of the 
Theory Class.”

LUDWIG FRIED: American born (who may be heard only on 
cell-phone): Murray’s first cousin, retired high school teacher 
(ABD), Arts critic for North Miami Jewish Review. He is still 
trying to find himself and his place in history. His cousins are 
more than a little embarrassed by his Life Situation. They 
consider him a “loser.” He only “appears” on the phone and as a 
shadow at the end.  

Scenic Design:
   Proscenium with apron: two platforms Center Stage (upper 
and lower) serve as  bedroom (upper) and kitchen-service areas 
(lower) with open balconies facing Stage Left. The upper 
platform is set back further than the lower, so that characters 
standing on the lower balcony can look up and see the action in 
the upper areas.   
   The platforms might have a shell-like design (a little like the 
Sydney Opera House or a Frank Gehry structure) to suggest a 
South Beach-like opulence.    

HOWARD R. WOLF
(USA)

Exiles By Starlight At The Ritz Tropique
(a one-act play for five characters and Florida Hurricane “Vilna”)
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   Characters will sometimes be seen in half-light and silhouette 
so that erotic movements can be at once vigorous and veiled. 
   There may be a raised gilded mirror on the rear of the upper 
room so that figures and movements of figures  on the Super-
King size bed can be seen when they are not standing. 
   This chiaroscuro effect should move towards full illumination 
in the play’s final movement. The play should move from fantasy 
and illusion (evasion of suffering and struggle ) toward 
acceptance of painful reality  as a redemptive process with 
liberation (opening) of  spirit and freedom of body (eros) 
serving as comic forces.  
   Something like saw-grass (sensitive to motion of wind) across 
Apron. This grass should be placed to suggest, somehow, an inlet 
(the equivalent of Murray’s and Stella’s “enclosure”). It should be 
blown away by the end of the play in which  Hurricane “Vilna”  
will serve to uproot settled patterns of behavior and 
consciousness. 
  Exposed/upturned fichus roots can serve possibly as a symbol 
for nerve-endings: to show that pathways of memory have been 
exposed.
   Pastel floodlights (green, blue) DL and DR should be focused 
on upper and lower platforms – shifting with the location of the 
action. Night-sky images may be projected across the backdrop 
with  starlit clarity UR and darkening cobalt UL  -- some 
lightning flashes between them (an arc).
SCENE:
   Lights (indigo) up slowly at the Ritz Tropique on a 
THURSDAY evening in early October. The Ritz Tropique 
(“RT” might be illuminated in neon) is a restored Art Deco 
condo on the Intracoastal Waterway near Fort Lauderdale   
where Julio and Carmen (an “engaged” couple who serve  the 
needs of the affluent tenants of Ritz Tropique) are discovered  on 
their balcony below the balcony of Murray and Stella Fried.
   Julio is wearing a trimly cut white waiter’s jacket, red bow-tie, 
and black pants (with silk tuxedo stripes). Carmen is scantily 
clad – Miss America type dress with deep cleavage (maybe 
transparent after early Bardot) – and wears a Carmen Miranda 
like hat with colorful faux fruit.
   The lower balcony is closer to DC than the Fried’s unit 
(further UCL), so Julio and Carmen can, as indicated above,  
look up and see who is on the Fried’s balcony. 

   Julio and Carmen are doing a slow rumba to the rhythms of 
Xavier Cugat’s orchestra. Their movements are discreet, but also 
seductive.

SCENE ONE

JULIO: We’re lucky  to be here on an evening like this.
We could be on a Hollywood set or “dancing with the stars.”
And look at you – you look like a star (He stands back to look at 
her.)  Maybe too much like a star.  Suppose we get a call for room 
service?

CARMEN: No one needs both of us. You can go up. You’re 
dressed for it. You look like the Captain of the Love-Boat.
If we lose our job here, you can get one as a head-waiter on a 
Caribbean cruise ship  -- so long as it doesn’t stop in Cuba.

JULIO: (pauses reflectively) It would be nice to return for a 
visit… but not now, we need to wait for a better time, when  all 
the Castros are gone – and I don’t mean the convertibles.

CARMEN: There were some good times for us, despite 
everything, and it was our home. 

JULIO: Some home, I was a waiter in a broken down hotel that 
catered to party officials and you were showing off your boobs to 
Russian tourists. 
 
CARMEN: You don’t like them? (She wiggles her torso playfully.)

JULIO: Be serious.

CARMEN: Dressed like this?

JULIO: It’s the anniversary of our engagement. It’s our 
celebration. We have a better life here, don’t be such a “downer!” 
(Some American slang words should be pronounced with a slight 
Cuban accent, if possible.)

CARMEN:  Yes, we’re better off here, but it’s not our home.
None of our old friends are here to celebrate with us.  We lost 
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them coming over, remember?

JULIO: Of course, I think of them everyday.  But we’re here, it’s 
our anniversary…and look at the stars over the Everglades.
They’re so bright and clear (said with great simplicity) – they 
could be the lights on a luxury yacht heading out to sea from 
Port Everglades.

CARMEN: Not one we could afford (She is not so much cynical 
as she thinks she is being realistic.)

JULIO: Our time will come, be patient.

CARMEN: What have we been for ten years? Our employers are 
like patients.

JULIO: We have been fortunate. We’re comfortable, it’s getting 
cooler, we have each other, and if no one calls down for 
a hot pastrami sandwich (smiles slightly), we can continue to 
dance and even get closer. (He presses her backside a little closer, 
suggestively.)

CARMEN: But not as fortunate as they are . (She looks up at the 
Fried’s unit where the spotlight shifts from the lower unit to the 
upper one and we see the Frieds in silhouette on their balcony 
holding sparkling champagne glasses.)

JULIO: (Spotlight returns to lower unit.) We don’t know their 
story. 

CARMEN: We don’t need to know it, we see how they and the 
others live. They float past us like pastel clouds on a night 
without wind. They wear suede shoes and never have to step in 
puddles. They just call, and you  drive their BMW to the canopy 
where they’re waiting.

JULIO: Or they call us for a canapé.

CARMEN: That, too.

JULIO: See, I am clever, even in English, our time will come.

Wait and see – I’ll be your Desi Arnez.

CARMEN: Well, you are good-looking, but we won’t be 
dancing up there.

JULIO: Anything is possible on a night like tonight.
Smell the air, look at the sky, Van Gogh couldn’t have done a 
better job.

CARMEN: Van Gogh?

JULIO: You know the  print  we see in all the units –“Starry 
Night.”

CARMEN: It may not be starry all night. I heard on CNN that 
the tip of a hurricane may be heading this way. And remember – 
he cut off his ear!

JULIO: We’re more likely to get a big tip. The storm is far out to 
sea. I think the landfall is heading for Charleston.

CARMEN: Don’t be so sure. (She points to the East where there is 
a flickering lightning over the Inter-Coastal.)

JULIO: Don’t be such a bummer! It just means that we’ll get a 
little rain.

CARMEN: I wouldn’t be such a bummer if we were living up 
there (She looks up.)

JULIO: (He looks up, takes her hand, and leads her “inside”, a 
screen drops; they can be seen getting into a hammock that begins to 
sway; we hear  lively Latin American music; lightning flashes more 
vividly over the Inter-Coastal.)

SCENE TWO

SCENE:  
 We find  Murray and Stella in half-light on their balcony. 
Murray is wearing silk pajamas and a smoking jacket (something 
Asian and brocaded). Stella is wearing a matching silk nightgown 
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(not revealing) and  a dressing gown with a fluffy collar/boa 
(something out of a 1940’s movie  -- Shadow of The Thin Man). 
They are sitting at a round glass table that reflects candlelight. 
Long-stemmed glasses glisten. We hear Glenn Miller’s 
“Moonlight Serenade” playing softly,
Or any appropriate music the director chooses. There is a slight 
flickering of lightning to the East at the ocean’s horizon line.

MURRAY: It’s a wonderful evening, Stella, we’re fortunate to be 
here.

STELLA: It is lovely, Murray, just lovely…

MURRAY: And so are you…

STELLA: (smiles at him, contentedly) But look (not excited, just 
noticing), there’s some lightning out there, a storm could come 
our way. I heard something on CNN about a possible hurricane 
warning.  I think it’s called “Vilna…” they won’t let us forget. 

MURRAY: What will they think of next?  A “survivor” must  be 
working in the National Weather Center, but it’s too far out to 
sea. Besides, I heard it was heading for Charleston. I hope not.
It’s a lovely town, I wrote my great article there

STELLA: I remember it, almost word for word (pauses, looks 
almost frightened), but that’s all behind us now, isn’t it Murray? 
You promised, you promised we wouldn’t look back after we 
moved here.

MURRAY: There’s nothing to worry about. The sky’s  a bright 
canary  yellow (echoes of Oklahoma)…well, wonderful pale 
indigo, and a bar of crystal-clear cobalt blue seems to be aimed 
just at us  -- a message from the Gods (said whimsically).

STELLA: Not Wagner’s, I hope, but, Murray,  I see some 
flickering light over the horizon. That’s what worries me. I don’t 
like worrying, you know that. I left that all behind when I 
stopped worrying about my “patients.” Forget that “client” 
nonsense. Their pain caused me pain.  We agreed we didn’t want 
any more pain – past or present. Forget that No Pain, No Gain 
nonsense. Leave that to Dr. Phil!

MURRAY:  You’re right, we’re  on cruise control, and we don’t 
even have  to go on a cruise. We’re floating in luxury on a calm 
ocean. It’s an evening made for a Duke Ellington suite with a 
thousand brass instruments blowing sweet sounds across the 
surface of the sea….
STELLA: (charmed, but a little suspicious of Murray’s 
rhapsodizing in the face of a possible storm) Aren’t WE  waxing a 
little poetic? (their solidarity and Oneness need to be emphasized – 
a shared  identity.)  You’re beginning to sound like Maxwell 
Anderson, or is it Clifford Odets?

MURRAY: It’s better than waxing the car.

STELLA: (smiles) Yes, we have Julio for that…

MURRAY: And Carmen for just about everything else…

(Lights  dim momentarily upstairs and come on below where -- in 
dim light to the sound of Latin American or Afro-Cuban  music 
again -- we half-see a  hammock swaying and bouncing and some 
suggestive murmurs and  groans, even grunts,  if possible  love-
making; then lights fade below and come on upstairs.)

MURRAY: Remember “Moonlight Serenade”?

(Lights might dim and some Glenn Miller excerpts might be heard; 
maybe some projected images of couple dancing in a large ballroom 
of the 1940’s era, something like Bill Miller’s Riviera on the Jersey 
Palisades.)

STELLA: Of course, how could I forget? We fell in love that 
evening and everything began to change for us.  It took a while, 
we had to work for it, but we left  the darkness  behind. We’re 
fine so long as our favorite “victim”  stays away.  I sometimes 
think he wants us to adopt him.

MURRAY: (takes her hand)  Not even he can spoil an evening 
like this.

STELLA: Not if you can make an excuse so he won’t visit.
You know how he  likes to impose his anxiety and what he calls 
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“suffering” on us  after he  listens to that brooding and bearded 
Rabbi’s Friday  evening sermon. He thinks I’m still doing 
therapy.

MURRAY: I’ll come up with a good excuse if he calls. 

STELLA: Please, we don’t want “Mr. Holocaust” to spoil our 
visit tomorrow to the Pavilion on the Lake in West Palm Beach. 
I’m dying to see that exhibit (twirling  slowly around) – 
“Ballgowns: British Glamour Since 1750.”

MURRAY: (looks admiringly at her) And don’t forget the 
Beaverbrook Collection – we’ll see the famous portrait of the 
young Duke of Windsor (striking a military pose).

STELLA: Not my favorite pro-Nazi couple, but they did stick 
together. And we both gave up careers, didn’t we? just so we 
could be together here,  just the two of us. (They move closer 
together; he gives her a peck on the cheek; she gives him a peck on the 
cheek.)

CELL-PHONE RINGS TO THE TONE OF “THE BLUE 
DANUBE WALTZ”

MURRAY: (He hesitates…reaches into smoking jacket pocket and 
takes out phone; Stella looks at him as if to say, “Why answer it?, it 
could be Mr. Low Anxiety himself.” )    

MURRAY: Ludwig, dear Cousin Ludwig (slightly patronizing), 
it’s nice to hear from you (rolls his eyebrows, smiles with self-
satisfaction, convinced that he can keep Ludwig at bay)… no, 
you’re not interrupting us, we were just dancing on the 
balcony…Glenn Miller…no, it’s okay, we have some time, we 
weren’t going to watch some of  “Top Hat”   until later…that’s 
right, we only watch comedies, we’re keeping NETFLIX in 
business.  (He looks at Stella, twirls his thumb; Stella makes a 
gesture – finger across her throat with some savagery – to cut him 
off.) Tomorrow evening? That won’t work for us, we’re going to 
Palm Beach, Pavilion on the Lake, we’ve been invited to an 
“Opening,” the British Ambassador may be there. (pause, 
listening) Of course I know about Palestine, the hangings in 

Akko Prison, the Haganah, the bombing of the King David, all 
of it, but that was another life, Ludwig…time marches 
on…besides,  I’ve got a new Fitzgerald two-button blazer and 
Palm Print tie I want to wear, and Stella’s got the cutest silk lace 
jacket… Maus & Hoffman, Los Olas Boulevard… 
Lauderdale… where else? You should see this tie. The palm tress 
look so alive I could water them!

STELLA: (taking phone) It’s Stella…you know we love 
you…no, we don’t want to be interviewed for the North Miami 
Jewish Review…yes, we’re flattered,  but, no,  we don’t want to 
speak to your Congregation, yes, we know how you feel, but 
there are Holocaust museums all over the place, they don’t need 
to listen to our old broken record…yes…I know it was 
shattered, but… (Murray makes “end call gesture” less savagely and 
takes back the phone.)

MURRAY: (listens) Of course I remember my article – “After the 
Holocaust, After Guilt, the Loss of Loss” – I never let any of my 
old colleagues forget it…how do you think I became a 
“Fulsome” Professor? (He smiles with satisfaction at his egregious 
pun. ) But that was long ago and far-away, Ludwig.
It should be for you, too…after all, you weren’t born in a 
Displaced Persons Camp on the outskirts of Vienna…
We  were …(Stella looks concerned that Murray is recalling too 
much of the past – for both of them.)… you were born in 
Elizabeth, New Jersey…that’s too bad, I agree…yes, I know, it’s 
not Manhattan, and you have enough things on your 
mind…including your mind (smiles with self-satisfaction)… 
write about something positive…the Sunshine State…as a 
matter of fact, I’m looking at the ocean now (goes to the edge of the 
balcony)…it’s a lovely evening here so far… yes, there’s  some 
lightning in the distance…but still…okay, I see it, too…and, 
yes there’s a report of some  bad weather coming in…so maybe 
we won’t go to Palm Beach tomorrow…if not, we’ll call…don’t 
wait for us to make plans… if we call, and you’re free, you can 
come up…okay…alright, if you must, but bring your own 
candle sticks and don’t forget the candles…the ones with 
wicks…just kidding…of  course we love you, wherever you are 
(turns off cell-phone gently, not in anger). 
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STELLA: Better there than here.  We’re having a good life, 
Murray, and it’s only going to get better, we shouldn’t let anyone 
spoil it, not even Ludwig. We can’t solve his problems anyway. 
He just makes us anxious, you know that.
He needs therapy, and I’m not in business anymore.

MURRAY: We’re hang-gliding, baby, floating above everything
(spreads arms as if he were flying). 

STELLA: Up, up, and away… Viennese Semite Ritz Tropique!

MURRAY: Let’s call down for a Reuben and some Proseco.

STELLA: Why not Champagne?

MURRAY: Why not? Mumm’s the word!

STELLA: Or Cliquot! (She clicks her heels.) 

 MURRAY: We can cuddle while we’re watching a movie.

STELLA: Cheek to cheek, but don’t be cheeky (makes some 
girlish gestures).

MURRAY: We do better with check by check (smiles again at his 
word-play), but maybe we can swing and sway with Sammy Kay.

STELLA: Only if you’re a good boy. 

MURRAY: How’s my baby? 

STELLA: Your baby wants to cuddle.

MURRAY: We’ll be Astaire and Rogers.

STELLA: Sounds swank.

MURRAY: Whatever happened to those words – “swell,” 
“swank,” “peppy,” “It’s a breeze”? They helped us forget.

STELLA: And the stars were slim – Jimmy  Stewart, Henry 
Fonda…Greg Peck…

MURRAY: Remember “Twelve Angry Men?”

STELLA: How could I forget? He helped us believe in justice 
again. But I’m regressing.

MURRAY: Undressing is better. It’s been a while. 

STELLA: …But tomorrow night, Murray. I’m exhausted.
Talking to Ludwig takes the life out of me.  Don’t worry, we’ll 
Tango one of these days. (She pinches him on the cheek and pats 
him lightly on the behind; he looks a little  surprised  and smiles.  He 
takes her hand, and they step from the balcony into a bedroom space 
that should look somewhat dreamy, as the downstairs should have a 
look and feel of SOLID reality about it.)

SCENE THREE

SAME SET: We see Murray and Stella in half-light through a 
scrim or screen of some kind in which they can be dimly seen 
getting ready for bed. Stella changes from her dress into a 
sequined and sparkling nightgown. We may see the silhouette of 
her  partially naked body for just a second. Murray changes into 
silk pajamas. They get into their Super-King size bed.
   The scrim  lifts and we see them clinging together, tongue and 
groove, glove in hand  -- the very image of calm and 
togetherness. We might hear them breathing heavily together in 
unison with the  rise and fall of waves breaking (maybe some 
measures of Debussy’s La Mer or Ravel’s Pavone for a Dead 
Princess might be heard).      
   SUDDENLY (up to scenic designer and director to figure this 
out): A single lightning bolt hits (that strikes only their condo) 
all the potted plants on the Frieds’ verandah and gusts of wind 
rattle the windows of their condo. Sheets of rain obscure the 
condo for a few second with theatrical effect.

MURRAY (jumping out of bed): What the fuck is going on?

STELLA (jumping out as well, half naked, covering her bosom 
with her arms crossed, looks at Murray, somewhat surprised by his 
outburst, but clinging to him): Murray! (somewhat hysterically) 
Call Julio!
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MURRAY: And Carmen!  (He picks up the landline.)
Julio, Carmen, get your asses up here!
(There are more lightning flashes and huge claps of thunder; Murray 
and Stella  and Murray fall  to the floor, clinging to one another.) 
Help! May Day! S.O.S.! Get your mother-fucking Cuban asses 
up here!

Julio: (Lights comes on in downstairs unit; Julio and Carmen have 
been suggestively dancing to a slow rumba; Julio picks up phone.) 
What is it, boss? What’s going on up there, Senior Patron?

MURRAY: Beats my Havana ass, but all hell’s broken loose. 
  
JULIO: Calm down, boss, you’ve got it made in the shade. 
You’re not even Cuban.

MURRAY: Still beats my ass, we’ve been hit by Hurricane Vilna.

JULIO: It’s quiet down here.

STELLA: (takes the phone): Help us, please help us! 
I think we’re being attacked by a Panzer Division).

(Lights  go off below; Julio and Carmen are now seen entering the 
Fried’s unit; the Frieds are now standing up.)

MURRAY: (He embraces Julio; Stella embraces Carmen.) Take 
shelter!

JULIO: What happened, caballero, what in Jesus’s name 
happened?

MURRAY: The storm! Where the hell have you been?

JULIO: (He looks around, sees damage, goes to verandah and sees 
uprooted potted plants.) It’s okay now, boss, it’s calm now,
It’s crazy, but it  must have just hit you and moved up the coast. I 
can see some lightning up near Boca.

MURRAY: Help her, she’s scared (Julio move close to Stella and 

takes her arm; Carmen moves close to Murray and steadies  him). It 
may come back,  you need to stay with us until it’s over.

JULIO: It’s gone, it won’t come back. The worst is over.

MURRAY: That’s what they said in Germany.

JULIO: This is Florida, boss. You’re safe here – like us.
(Carmen looks at him a little questioningly.)

MURRAY: That’s what I thought, you’ve got to stay with us a 
while, we’re one big happy family, aren’t we?
(Julio and Carmen look at one another.) We would help you, 
wouldn’t we? (Julio and Carmen look a little skeptically at one 
another.) .

JULIO: We’re not going anywhere.

CARMEN: Nowhere. 

MURRAY: Stay with us until we’re sure it’s over.  (Stella looks a 
little askance  at Murray.)

STELLA: Yes (some hesitation), stay. 

MURRAY: We need to lie down. (He leads Carmen towards the 
bed.)

STELLA: Yes, we need rest, that’s what we’ve been looking for 
…all our lives. (She looks at Julio, hesitates, and then leads him 
towards the bed.)  You understand this, Carmen, don’t you.

CARMEN: Yes, Madam Fried, we understand. (She looks at 
Julio.) We understand, don’t we?

JULIO: Of course, we were hit  by a storm, too, when we 
escaped to Florida.

MURRAY: See, Stella, it’s just what I said – one happy family.
(Stella edges closer to Julio– their rumps may touch, somewhat 
comically;   Murray edges closer to Carmen – their rumps may 
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touch, somewhat comically.)

(Lights dim; we see some  movement on the bed – a tangle of hands 
and feet; some sounds as well: signs, murmurs, maybe some light 
snoring.)

MURRAY: Do you feel safe now, Stella.

STELLA: I do, Murray, I think we can sleep safely now.

MURRAY: What about our dreams?

STELLA: After tonight, I don’t know. I thought the bad dreams 
were behind us, but we have each other for protection.

MURRAY: And Julio and Carmen, don’t forget them.

STELLA: How can we ever forget them now?  (We see again some 
vague mingling of hands and feet, some indistinguishable sighs and 
murmurs.).

MURRAY: It’s time to sleep.

STELLA: I’m with you, Murray.

(We see the shadowy figures of  Julio and Carmen leave the room; 
there is then a long pause and perhaps some sounds suggesting sleep – 
lapping of waves, water dripping off the edge of a lip of a water basin 
into a larger fountain pool.

LIGHTS DIM

AFTER TEN OR TWENTY SECONDS, A SEQUENCE OF 
IMAGES BEGINS TO APPEAR ON SCREENS UPSTAGE 
LEFT AND RIGHT.
    We see on one screen a stooped, old Orthodox rabbi, wearing a 
black frock-coat, prayer shawl, and broad brim hat – walking 
through a village somewhere between Prague and Germany 
(Bohemia). He is holding a crumpled note in his hand.
   The words on the note appear on the other screen:

   IN HONOR OF LUDWIG AND VALLEY FRIED, ZBECNO 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA, MURDERED AT AUSCHWITZ, 
SEPTEMBER 3, 1942.
   We then see on one screen Murray and Stella Fried (he is wrapped 
in a blue and white Tallith, she is wearing a shawl and her head is 
covered with a scarf ). They are walking across the Lavender 
Meadow in Brooklyn’s Botanical Garden.
   On the other screen, we see Murray and Stella, walking arm and 
arm with the rabbi between the barracks of a Concentration Camp.
   On one screen we see the words: MURRAY S. AND STELLA 
FRIED, RESIDENTS OF THE RITZ TROPIQUE, 
LAUDEWRDALE BY THE SEA
   On the other screen, we see: ALMOST PERISHED IN 
HURRICANE VILNA, 2005

LIGHTS COME PARTIALLY (an hour later). Murray and 
Stella now are seen on the veranda; they are holding each other 
tightly; the moon is shining brightly and illuminating them as if 
they were on the page of an illuminated Hebrew manuscript.  In 
fact, there might be shown briefly images of two such scrolls on 
the screens: one in pristine condition; the other somewhat 
burned and tattered.
                             
MURRAY: (looks around) Everything seems  a little different  
now. The storm blew parts of the present away, and then I could 
see fragments  of the past again in my dream. You were there, 
too.

STELLA: And we were together in mine. We were in some far-
away places where we seemed to belong. It felt as if  we were 
starting all over again.

MURRAY: It was as if we were old and young at the same time.

STELLA: Exactly.

MUURAY: Well, that hasn’t changed, we’re still on the same 
page.

STELLA: An illuminated one, Minsk, 1450.
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MURRAY: Maybe Pinsk, 1500, but  more or less the same 
volume of vellum.

STELLA: Well, um…Let me introduce myself: I’m the grand-
daughter of Franz and Irma Honenberg-Kunetz who were 
together for only a few seconds at Auschwitz.

MURRAY: And I’m the great-nephew of Ludwig Fried who may 
have seem them…I don’t want to think beyond that terrible 
moment.

STELLA: Nice to meet you after all these years. (long pause) I’d 
like to do something for him.

MURRAY: Him? (pause) Our Ludwig?

STELLA: Yes,  our Ludwig.

MURRAY: I'll call him in the morning and invite  him for a real 
Shabbat dinner – it’s been a long time, but I think we can 
remember how to do it. 

STELLA: There are some things you don’t forget, no matter how 
hard you try. I still have the Bohemian cut-glass plates we were 
given for our wedding, and I know I have special French linens 
somewhere. I’ll look for them in the morning, but  it’s time to 
call it an evening.

MURRAY: Call it a lifetime.

STELLA: Not yet there’s more to do, for him, for others, too.

MURRAY: Don’t forget Julio and Carmen. 

STELLA: We never can forget them.  Maybe we’ll introduce 
them to Ludwig. He might be able to write an article about 
them, how they helped us.

MURRAY: It might be a  little risqué.

STELLA: We wouldn’t have to show and tell all. 

(Murray draws her close and runs his hands slowly down the length 
of her body.).

MURRAY: Maybe we’ll invite them for dinner one of these 
Fridays.

LIGHTS DIM

CODA

LIGHTS COME UP at twilight on Friday:

SCENE: Murray and Stella are standing on the veranda. 
Everything is now in order, and they are setting the table for 
Shabbat dinner. The silverware and glasses gleam and sparkle on 
a white tablecloth with blue fringe; two elegant candleholders 
burn brightly.

MURRAY: (cell-phone rings; he takes it out of his smoking jacket): 
Ludwig, good, you’ve  almost found us…I know it’s been a long 
time, but don’t worry, they’ll let you in at the gate… I’ve given 
them your name. No, you’re not imposing.
We decided to cancel Palm Beach after last night’s storm.
Who knows what it looks like up there? We can always see some 
British glamour in Palm Beach. Look, it’s too late to turn 
around…we’re waiting for you…we really are…

STELLA: (takes phone)   Ludwig, we’re waiting for you. We need 
you. Murray and I are out of practice…you know the Sabbath 
prayers. No, we’re not just doing this for you. It’s more for 
us…the storm knocked us off balance... brought back the 
past…it’s hard to explain. What storm???
(looks puzzled, exchanges glances with Murray).  There was even 
something about it on CNN. It was terrible, we thought we’d 
have to call Dr. Sanjay Gupta for help or go to an ER.
We’ll tell you about it. Here’s Murray again for directions.

MURRAY: When you get off Florida’s Turnpike at Commercial 
Boulevard, make a right. Yes, towards the ocean. When you 
cross the Intracoastal, we’re the first Condo on the left – THE 
RITZ TROPIQUE. You can’t miss it, there’s a neon Flamingo 
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on the roof. We’ll be standing on the veranda, waving. You’ll see 
us from the gate.

STELLA: (takes phone) And before we forget, Ludwig, we’ve 
been thinking about that North Miami Jewish Journal tour that 
you’re leading to Yad Vashem…yes, we know what it is… now 
don’t drive off the road, we may want to join  you.
We’ll explain when you get here.

SOME LIGHTS COME ON BELOW. JULIO AND 
CARMEN ARE SLOW DANCING OUTSIDE OF THEIR 
APARTMENT ON A SMALL PATIO. MURRAY WAVES IN 
A WELCOMING WAY TO SOMEONE IN THE NEAR 
DISTANCE. HE THEN LOOKS DOWN AND NOTICES 
JULIO AND CARMEN. HE LOOKS AT STELLA IN A 
QUESTIONING WAY – SHE NODS AFFIRMATIVELY. 
HE GESTURES TO THEM TO COME UP.
JULIO AND CARMEN LOOK AT ONE ANOTHER  AND 
THEN BLOW A KISS TO THE FRIEDS. WE NOW SEE 
THE SHADOW OF A MAN APPROACH THE RITZ 
TROPIQUE (LUDWIG) – HE SEEMS TO BE A STOOPED 
FIGURE AT FIRST AND THEN STRAIGHTENS UP. ALL 
OF THIS SILENT ACTION TAKES PLACES TO THE 
MUSIC OF SMETNA’S MOLDAU.

(DIRECTOR’S CHOICE HROUGHOUT AS TO MUSIC)

CURTAIN

EPILOGUE

The “two levels” of the Ritz Tropique represent two levels of social-
psychological existence in the play. The two levels share a  common 
element of historical experience – EXILE/DISPLACEMENT. The 
play moves to this “recognition” through the  force and disturbance 
of  Hurricane Vilna – a natural Deus Ex Machina, as it were. It 
takes a kind of fission to lead to a kind of fusion.)

Style: 
   This one-act play touches on farce, so it needs "litely” to 
emphasize “growth,” “survival,” and “basic incongruity of 

everyday living” (George R. Kernodle, “Popularity of Farce,” 
Invitation to the Theatre, 254-259). As a “high comedy,” 
the “gravity of things”  should be suspended at the end of the day 
(Ernst Fischer, “The dream of the day after tomorrow,” The 
Necessity of Art, 217-225).
   Suzanne Langer has many acute and insightful things to say 
about the origin, form, and function of comedy in her Feeling 
and Form (1953): “…comic action is the upset and recovery of 
the protagonist’s equilibrium…”; “The balance of life is 
restored.”  Prof. Langer’s synthetic approach – at once 
biological, anthropological, psychological, and aesthetic – is a 
useful corrective to the excesses of late 20th century postmodern 
criticism in which  artifice is often valued more highly – to put it 
too simply – than actuality. Great art tends to put each at the 
service of the other.
   Each generation of critics – to say nothing of writers redefines 
the meaning of  form and content and the relationship between 
them. Sometimes, a whole era will favor one or the other: from 
Realism and Naturalism to Symbolism; Beat (cult of 
Experience) to Deconstruction (the triumph of the Arbitrary). 
Common sense seems to suggest the need for “balance.”
   The theme of my play (implied) is “motion and movement” at 
many levels: psychological, moral, historical, and atmospheric. 
The hurricane, a moving force in itself, becomes a vehicle for  
change in other non-physical ways. The role of eros in the play is 
suggestive, but important, so the sexy movements of  real bodies 
should be emphasized.
   Music and some dance movement -- as well as projection of 
the effects of weather conditions (lightning flashes, swaying 
palm branches, falling coconuts) --  can help give the theme of 
“change” a palpable dimension as action: images of boats  with 
their masts and sails cruising by on the Inter-Coastal  can help 
augment the sense of movement.
   Music, especially, can provide a “parallel” (often ironic) 
between past and present (as T.S. Eliot discusses this way of 
ordering experience in his  short essay: “’Ulysses,’ ” Order and 
Myth,” in Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot, ed. Frank Kermode). Since 
both the Frieds and Julio/Carmen have lost their homelands of 
origin, for better and worse, “old” music can  enrich the 
audience’s sense of the characters’ experience in the present 
(coming to terms with Displacement  in a number of ways). A 
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director should have the freedom to play with this aural 
dimension of meaning --  Afro-Cuban beats, Strauss waltzes 
(whatever works).

  Overall Form: the play should dramatize a three-part 
sequence  of  “calm-collision-reconfiguration of life patterns” 
with a renewed sense of coherence (a domestic-social version of 
the Big Bang; see Dennis Overbye, “Chasing the Higgs, Science 
Times, The New York Times, Tuesday, March 5, D1-D7). 

Contributors
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